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PREFACE

•

Since the. first printing of a publication in 1956 entitled Acculturation
of the· Dakota Indians, a steady ·demand has been made upon the Department of
Rural Sociology for copieso Since the original, two more printings have .
taken place (1968 and 1970) so ~s to meet demands of the public for this ·
informationo In the last two years, with inc:re.ased interest in the Indian ·
situation in South Dakota, sfudents, agency officials and the public in
general have indicated a need for more information pertaining to the · culture
of the Dakota people prior to white contact and the assimilation processo
With these recent demands in mind, the author has attempteq._to
incorporate information pertaining to the early events predating IndianWhite contacto (Parts I..:.V) o It is not the intent of this enlarged . ·
publication to delve in detail on specific events or personalities during
this period, but rather to present only an anthropological overview .of
the Dakota peoples. It is hoped that through this exposure the reader
will be stimulated to go on to select books and materials to fill in the
detail of this period in South Dakota historyo

Dro ·James L. Satterlee
Department of Rural Sociology
"I"}

..

Cover Design~ A Plains Warrior Doing the Dog Dance, from a painting by
Karl Bodmer of Pehriska-Rupa, 1834 9 Northern Natural Gas Collection,
with the permission of the Joslyn Art Museum.

Dedicated to the late

VERNON NALAIJ3~

Few students of the American Indian have done more than the late Dro
Vernon Malaw~ to bring together in his original publication the characteristics of the traditional culture of the Dakota Sioux and the ramifications of these characteristics on their acculturationo Malan 9 s work
provided us with the indispensable link between the nostalgic ·past of
these people and the reality of the problems they encounter todayo
While serving as a staff member in the Department of Rural
Sociology during the years 1952-1965j Dro Malan focused his research on
the Dakota Culture. He was intrigued by the traditions of the Dakota
Culture and set out to analyze the problems of acculturation in light of
these traditionso Even as one tours the various reservations today,
mention is made of Malan and the respect the Dakota people had for him
in his attempts to understand their problems, and disseminate this
understanding to otherse

-

James Lo Satterlee

...

..~· !

1~ Professor Vernon Do Malan died as a victim of an auto collision
in Corvallis, Oregon, July of 19670
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HISTORY AND ACCULTURATION OF THE DAKOTA INDIANS
by
Dro James Lo Satterlee~*Dro Vernon Do Malan
Io

INTRODUCTION

In order to fully understand and appreciate those events which led
to the final subnission of the American Indian to the majority white
culture it is necessary to look to the historical antecedents predating
White-Indian contacto The original -ways of living of the American
Indian are not easily understood by the modern man who believes the
material progre s s of his generation to be the highest advancement ·of
civilizationo In all societies there is a strong tendency for the
majority group to assume that their values, attitudes.? and behavfor are
superior in all regards to the habit patterns and customs that dominated
the lives of minority goupso They are suspicious of strange practices
which conflict with their learned ideas of the appropriate and correct
ways of livingo If they exhibit some curiosity about the customs of..
the minority, they are usually anxious to learn of them for t he purpose·
of making an invidious comparison with their practices o It is the
··
unusual person 1vho is able to suppress his own prejudices and view
clearly the ways of minorities through the value system of the minority
group rather than through his own pattern of beliefso
Often one hears that such behavior as alcoholism., sexual promis:...
cuity , unemployment.:, suicide, etco, when exhibited by Indians , is but
a carry-over from the old culture which ·was typified by such charaeteristicso Nothing could be further from the truth as will be demonstrated
throughout these writings o The traditional ,,culture s of the American
Indian possessed many of the same values and ~irtues upheld by the
protestant ethico Such deviant behavior as cited earlier must be seen
as a result of an acculturatiorial process which denie d the Ar.L1e rican
Indian the right to retain those institutions of frunily.:, religion, and
economics which serve d to uphold their traditional valueso Such behavioral patterns ' as reflected in high rates of alcoholis n, suicide,
and unemployment are f~ir,1.y' tecent pheno1u~na in the life of the Indiano
Through a better understanding of the lasting traditional c lture of
one group of American Indians, The Dakota.:, it is hoped that such misconceptions of cause and effect may be alleviatedo
• l

Parts II-V of this pamphlet are intended to provide. the r eader
with a brief historical background so as to place the Dakota Indian
into perspective with his predecessors in American Indian historyo
~*-Dr o Jo Lo Satterlee, As sociate Professor 0 1 Sociology., Department of
Rural Sociology., South Dakota State Universityo Dro Vo Do tialan, Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology!) So-cth Dakota State University (deceased - 1967)0

2

Parts VI-X which contain the original works of Dro Malan (1956)
focus on the acculturation process and the ramification of such a
process on present-day Indian-White problemso
II o

ORJ;GIHS OF HAN TO THE NEU WORLD

Anthropological evidence has substantiated that man did not evolve
in the New World (North and South America) but rather migrated to this
area via several possible routesb Archaeological evidence of prirnate
evolution in the New World would indicate that the highest level to
which the pr~:1.ate developed is that of the New World monkeyo Since it
was necessaty for man to migrate to the New World!} a nmnber of questions
may be raised as to what routes were followed and why such migration
took placeo Presently one must look to several possible answerso
Bering Straits: One theory which has for some time been widely accepted
by Anthropologists is that of the Bering Straits land-bridgeo Evidence
of man.vs migration from Siberia ontc -~l1e Alaskan Peninsula has placed
a date of 40!}000-:- years to this journey through the archaeological finds
of Taber Man in Aiberta, Canada in 1963Dl This r oute would assume the
path of migration to be through Alaska onto the Canadian shield and into
the present United States east of the Rockies in such states of Montana,
1Jyoming!} Colorado--(lfap //1 ) o
Beringa: Other evidence which provides for another theory would assume
a land-bridge much wider than the 56 miles projected tmder the Bering
Straits theory. This route of entry is lmown as the Beringa Theoryo
It is estimated that with a 450 feet drop in sea level during the Wisconsin ,glaciation a land bridge some 1300 miles wide would have existed
between the two continentso The presence of certain animals in the New
World which have their origins in the Old World and which would have
found such a route as set forth in the Bering Straits impassible can be
accounted for by this theoryo Also finds such as Marmes Man in the
State of Washington and other similar in nature can be better accounted
for by Beringa which would open alternative routes along the new submerged western coast line of Canada and the United Stateso2
1stalker, 1-L.Ao "Geology and Age of Early Man Site at Taber,
Alberta,~; American Antiquity. Volo 34, Noo 4!} 1969.? Po 4280
2 ;Marmes Projection,n The Pollman Herald, Octo 8!} 19680

•

J

I

~~a1_1~c 'I'heorz.:

A third theory of man.' s orig-in of t.he. New World; that of

the Oceanic Theory, supposes that migratfoa .from the South Paci.fie m;;;y
have resulted through th.e utilization of ocea.n-gohig _craft. Evidence of
native tribes of' S0uth America possessing .m3.IlJ• :p-.:)~-nesi.a.n characteristics,
artifacts :found in Ca.lifornia and sim_·.1arit.ie s of Nor vhwest Coast Indian
auch a:3 Hootka, Haiqaj Tlinget and Kwaitutl would support su.ch a. theory .l
Other theori.es Guch as Atlantis ( the Sunken Isla.nd. utopia set forth
:in th(3 writir.gs of Plate), Vagonner Theory of. continental d,:rift, Lost
Tribes cf Israel, and such expeditions such as Kon T:ild. and R.a II by
trh.or Hyerdahl have added lJ:ttle to the u.ri.derstanding of man ts earliest
origin in the New W r-lde Presently one must accept the Bed. ng Straits)
Be.r inga, D.nd Oceanic th€}Ories a.s bei.J.·1.g the most credible !flth the fo~er
(B~rJ.r.tg and Be:ringa) accounting for the m.:1.jor migrations •

•
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BERING !:i"fF.AITS

BER!NGll

OCEANIC

lstewa~d, Julian and Louis Faron. Nia-tiveJeople of Sou.th .Ameri~.
· foG-ra.w-Hill Book Co., New York, . NY, l959 -'1

2Fo:r- a discussion of these aJ..ternati.ve e)G)lanations, see:
~11.~:fX..Oi' North Apieri.9.,c}_o McG1·aw-Hjll Book Co5, 1968.
'"- ... _

J. Jer.:.nings.

--

----

III.
itega.1'dle3p of the rout.es used -tc reach the Ne~ World, w-e .find the
as.rlie1:3t In.dia:ns having arrived :.:101tt~where about 40,000+ years a.g<).. By
6500 B90 .. he had ...lready reached. · the so1.rthf)r'.U tip of South .Americao
Tutting this pe.riod and up untiJ~ approximately 4500 years ago (2500 B~C.)
t,hosA Indians residin._.g in the Ifow Wo.rld a.re referred to as the "Paleo....-,
Indians'' (pa.leo =::: old.)
Specif io naml3s have been .at taeh~:d t o the PaJ..er;-India.n s in the United
fitc"tes basf:d on a.rchaeolo"g.i.ca.l finds~ Su-!h P,3-]eo-..-Ind.ian cultures as
Folsumi. 'JJ1oY:La a.nd Sandi.a :in the .Ameri1:;a.'Yl. Southwest; Llnderrneir Man of
Coltn·ado and Abilene J.VJB.n of' Texas are some·what .representative o.f the
cult.u.r·f;S of the earl,y Paleo--Indians., (See :roa.p #2), ·
Life ar.10:ng the PaJeo--Ir:i.dians was that ctaractcrized by P.,arly hunter·s
an( gatherers,. No 1.r....n.own animal s of domestication such as -~he dog or
ho:-:-r..n are f OUYi.d in these s1..tfJs" 'fhe major means of subsistence wa.s t.ha;t
o:t the nc w extinct lo:ng hor-m~d E'olsum bison, pl ains elephant, elk, the
·
gtant. beaver, an.telope, musk ox, .:mastadon., along with a . luGh vegetaU.on,,~
GI

•

IN

EARLY 'Ml1.~

MA.I? 2::

THE UNITr~D s·rATES

-

I
' l Tabf. . r Man (40,000)
2 Lindemneir Man
. -l ~ols.iJID -1,\ian ( 15 , 000)

4.
5

6

Sandia. Man (10-20 ,000) · 7
P..b:i.lene Man (l0-20 ,000)

Folsu.~ Man (lStOOO)

1 spencer., Robert. Ff; and cL,tJ~ Senn.ii"1gs$
and Row boo~ . G_o .. , 1965, p., 36 ..

...

-

.......

Fols\:im Man

Th~.,.!9'!.tt~ ~ris:rn•

Harper

5
Deadfalls (driving over cliffs) were a common means of downing prey along
with ilfire drives 1 to stampede herds to such entrapmentso
·
Weaponry consisted of the lance or spear in addition to the atlatl
or spear th.rower (a short stick used as an additional lever) giving the
projectile greater distance~ speed and accuracyo Other tools in the
form of fluted projectile points? sharpened stone scrapers and knives
were also to be foundo
Western Plains Paleo-Indian culture spread eastward so as to leave
archaeological remains throughout the Midwest and Eastern seaboardo
Generally$ these _sites outside the western plains are more recent in
age (7500 BoCo) as compared to the earliest western sites which date to
15~000 years ago.
IV o

MOUND BUILDERS OF THE PLAINS

Following the earlier migrations of Paleo~Indians throughout the
Plains states carne a new grouping of Indian cultures often referred to
as ·The Mound Builderso Anthropologists indicate the earliest arrival
on the Plains was approximately 1000 AoDol The origins of these · more
recent migrants to the Plains (South Dakota? Nebraska, Kansas~ Texas~
and Oklahoma) was that of the fertile river valleys of Ohio? Indiana,
and Illinoiso Accompanying this eastern influence is evidence of
contact from the American Southwest as Mogollon traits from the Arizona
and New Mexico cliff ~wellers are found throughout these sites. 2

•

In contrast to the earlier Paleo-Indian residents of the plains,
these new residents combined the hunting-gathering features with incipient
agricultureo Corn;i beans, and squash were raised in the flood plains of
numerous riversa Also in contrast to the earlier nomadic residents the
villages of these new residents were more permanento Housing consisted
of earthen lodges. Storage or cache pits are to be found throtgh their
housing and villageso
Basic tools consisted of bone awls? fishhooks? and needleso Hoes
made from bison shoulderblades and shaft straighteners from bison ribs
were cowmono The bow and arrow; grooved stone harmners and axe heads))
bone knives and fleshers are but a part of the increasing complex tool
kit possessed by these peopleo Pottery, a typical feature among sedentary -farmers? is quite distinctiveo Without the wheel the pottery was
of a coiled type pressed flat by malleation from ·a rib or graved paddleo
The most distinguishing feature left behind by these peoples is
that of the burial mound o Such mounds 60 to 120 9 in diameter and l0-15v

1 spencer? opo cit, po 780

2 Ibido, Pa 780

6

at the crest entombed the burial of humans as well as caches of food
and weaponryo Although less productive than burial mounds to the East.?
still the fossil remains along with the stone scrapers:; harrnners:; points,
pottery.? bone needles and handles, etco provide the archaeologist with
many insights into their cultureo
Villages usually consisted of 8-10 earthen rectangular lodges up
to 25 9 in diameter and sunken a few inches into the ground. Four to
five center posts with other posts leaned against these served as the main
support for the lodgeo Inside cache pits reflecting t~eir reliance on
horticulture as well as a fireplace are usually found.
·
Near the end of the 1400 9 s and into the early sixteenth century
tree ring analysis would indicate a long and devastating drought and wind
storms across the Plainso The . abandonment of many of these villages during
this time coincides with a similar phenomena which drove . Indians out of
surrounding ar eas as well as the cliff dwellers of Colorado, New Mexico:;
and Arizonao2 Indications from archaeological digs in the Uppe~ Plains
would indicate dust deposits over these sites ranging from 1 9 in
Western Nebraska to nearly 7 9 at the Sommers site near Pierre.? South
Dakotao3

•

Soon to follow the retreat of these sedentary villagers in the
early 1500Vs was the rnigration to the Plains by those villagers lmown as
the Hidatsa:; Mandan, Arikara.? and Pawnee o Probably best lmown of these
groups were the 1-fandatl'o Lewis and Clark 9 s expedition of the early 1800 "s
recorded in great detail the culture of these people along the l1issouri
Rivero
The villages were rather large, with several dozen closely
spaced earth lodges clustered in no particular order around
a central open area:; where ceremonies and games were held.
Located on terraces above the Missouri River.? the villages
were protected by high post palisades with a deep ditch just
outside. The houses were quite large.? ranging from 40 to 80
feet in diameter·e1 . Several nuclear families occupied each
lodge; the families were members of the same extended family
of a matrilineal kinsgroup. The villages were almost deserted during the sur.imer hunt and again during the winter,
when temporary quarters were taken up in protected wooded
areas in the valley.? where game and firewood were more
plentiful.
,
lJennings,

0]2o

2Jennings,

OE· cit . , p. 2390

3Jennings~

O.Po

-

cit • .? PPo 242-2440

cit . , Po 2490

..

•

7
·The lodges were round and ·built of timber.? with earth and sod
cbvard.Iig in the familiar Plains pattern (see· diagram··1). The
size of the structures necessitated large center posts as the
major supportffi; rafters radiated outward from the crossbeams
of the four center posts to plates upon the shorter posts set .
at the edge of the circular flooro Upon the rafters.? willows
and grass or thatch were spread to support the earth coveringo
The roof was open in the sql1.are area formed by the central
crossbean1s on the center postso This opening was the only
source of sunlight and was also the smoke hole . In bad
weather.I> a shield -- sometimes it was one of the round buffalohide bull-boats used for ferrying the river -- was placed over
the smoke hole. There was a short.I> covered entryway also made
of timber and eartho The arrangement of facilities inside the
lodge was evidently more or less standardo The fire was within
the square formed by the central supportso There were curtained
bunklike beds around the back or side wallso On the right of
the fire area or behind the fire opposit~ the entrance was a
family shrine or altar where ceremonial objects were kept. At
other locations would be a sweat baths> a stall for a favorite
horse and food for him); food-storage areas J; and extra- clothing o
Buffalo-robe seats were ranged around the fireo In the floor
were deep); jug-shaped storage pits for corn and other foodo
Outside the lodges were innumerable scaffolds or racks for
drying both vegetable and meat productso
Al~hough the lodges were roomy and comfortable); they would
not have fitted modern conceptions of creature comfort or sanitationo One of these villages was described by an early
visitor as L'filthy-,.!,' with villainous smells everywhere
assailing'' hinf. He complained of the swarming dogs and children and described the village as a hogpeno This description
can be supported on archaeologic grounds because thick midden
or garbage dmnps are scattered all through the village. Often
one can associate a midden area with a specific lodgeo The
towns would have been malodorous quagmires after a rainstorm!)
with only slightly less stench in dry seasonso
The Mandan artifact list.? of course!) reflects both hunting and
hor~iculture.? the latter involving the ' sunflower as well as
the - familiar L1aizeo Tobac,co.? important in ritual and ceremony.I>
:was grown by the men; the rest of the gardening was done by
women .and children on small plots\ in the· looses> rich soils of
the Missouri River Valley flooro -The gardening tools included .
a wooden digging stick, a bison~scapula hoe.I> and an elk-antler
or willow-branch rake o. · ·Corn and beans .- w.e re planted together!)
with sunflower around the edges of the fieldo . Squash was grown
in separate patcheso Agriculture was surrounded with ritual and
ceremony to provide supernatural aid in productiono In addition
to gardening.? the women tanned skins.I> made clothing of all sorts,
made pottery of good quality.? gathered wood.? did much of the
work of house building and maintenance, cared for children.?
prepared food, and did other choreso The men hunted~ fought if
need be.? performed many important ceremonies.? and competed in
games and contestso When necessary.? they assisted the women in
the heavier labor of harvest and constructiono

Given the nea1---eertain ty of ample food from the inexhaustible herds
and th 12! products of the fertile valley gardens, the Mandan had a
rich ce:·emon.i.al life centered on the visJ:on quest and a number of

Umedicinen bundles that gave various kinds of "power. 0 Some bundles
were qL1ite specific in their ef.fect on c.r.op fertil.ity or weather,;
others hact to do with vl.U'ing disease. Self-torture was an important
element in the religion and was a dominant theme in some of the
ceremonio s :t 1
·

•

By the ti.me the Wh:i.te-man :reache d tr. e plains j_n the late 1500'$, two
distrnct subcttlt-u:res existed in this area ., Jn the prairie cou.'Yltry of the
lower Missouri River bas:in were the vad ous Siou.an--speaking peoples
includi.rJg Osage, }tlssou-ris , Kansa, Otos, Ona.has, Iowa,s and Poncas. To
the north of them we.r-e the Caddo-spea.tdng Arikaras and Siouan speaking
Mandans and Hidatsas.. To the west were the Caddo speaking Pa~mee and
t,o the south the Wichitas" ( See map #.3) All practiced agriculture,
supplementing this with hunting efforts, Many of the traits possessed
by the peoples were a ccmbination o.f the earlier mound builders and the
late nomads to be displaced from east of the Mississippi Rivero

1 Jennings, 2E.• ~ . , pp. 241-21+5.,
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Map 3
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Eleven Tribes of the Sj.oux Langu~ge

V.

\

HISTORY OF 'H!E DAKarA SIOUX

Before tracing j_n a!ly detaU the m.i.grat.ion of Dakota peoples westward,
a 1il[ord need be said about linguistic groups. The Dakota were but one of
eleven tribes speakir~ the Sioua..n. language. others were Mandan, Hidatsa,
Crow., Iowa., Oto, Missouris, Cmaha.s, Pincas, Osage aJ.1d. the Kansaee At the

same time there were five linguistic groups other than the Sioux which .played

. a part in. settlement cf the Plajns: Algo:nkian, Athabaskan, Caddoan, Kowan~
and Oto-Aztecan... (See F'igure #2)
··
Within the Dakota nation th~re were thre,::? dialects of Siouan language
spokenq 0 Dakotatt was spoken among bands of the Santee tribe, "Nakata" among
the Yankton tribe and 11Lakotau among the members of the Teton tribe" (See
pa.ge
. for discuss.ion of tribes and bands~)

•
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Figure #2
PLAINS INDIAN LINGUISTIC GROUPS
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Westward Migration
Following the e~rlier migration of the Hidatsaj Arikara and
Mandan ·to the Upper Midwest were those people known as the Dakota
and Cheyenneo The Dakota have been traced to agricultural settlements in the 1500 and 1600 9 s on the eastern seaboards near the
Lumber and Santee Rivers in southern North Carolinao 1 In the early
1600 9 s they are to be found settled in similar villages along the
Ohio and Arkansas Rivers in the states of Ohio and Indianao Any
detail as to the way of life during these two settlements is at
the present sketchyo Without the horse and based on what is known
of the tribes in si111ilar geographic. setting~ one would have to
assume an agricultural way of life with supplementation through
hunting and gatheringo The Dakota were pushed westward by increased
European _s ettlement in the east and were found residing in the western
Great Lakes region in the state of Minnesota beginning with the late
1600 9 s. ·Detail as to their way of life becomes increasingly more
available as now contact with traders and missionaries are madeo
It will be necessary at this point in the discussion to
distinguish the tribes.? and bands of the Dakota in that
their migr:atory and settlement patterns will differ significantlyo
The structure of the Dakota can be best visualized in an organization
chart designating the various levels of associationo However.? it
must be recognized that among nomadic peoples such organization serves
not as a governing structure but rather only for purposes of association~ marriage and at times allianceso In contrast the highly

-

organized ~'nations'e of the east such as Iroquois and Cherokee, whe:re
goverrunent and social control was rendered by the superstructure, the
Dakota lived in srri;..ill groups ( Tiyospayes) quite independent of any other

outside means of co:ntroL

(Figure

3) ..

'rhe ·Dakt.::Sta N·a tion was organized. i..."'1.to three major tribes; Teton, Santee and
the Yankton. Beneath each trib0 were a m.1:.rriber of gt'oupings luKn.•m as bands
(clans am.0~1 t he Santee) which were further s11b--divided into a number of
extended .fa.mi.lies (Tiycspayes),. Each Tiyospaye was a. completely independent unit which served all.egia,nce to t!1e band ( clan) and tribe b,.1t was not
governed fr( any way by t he higher structure, except :i..11 those cases -where the
people may form alJj ance for , arious purpose~ such as hunting, swum.er
encampments, etc. Thifre ··~~1ere no· band or tribA-1 . chiefs but rather all
positions in Dakota govex-rJ.ment were to ,b e .found ·w ithin the Tiyospaye" S~ch
outstanding figures as Red Cloudf Crazy Hor9e:. and Sitting Bltll were '

dignitaries within separate Tiyospayes· and not band or tribal leaders"

,.
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We will return to discuss in more detail the intricacies of their
organization in Part VI.
Returning to our discussion of early migrations, we find the Dakota
peoples near the western edge of the Great Lakes in the late 1600 9 s and
early 1700 9 so As pressure from the east continues the Dakota people
will be forced into the areas known as Minnesota and Eastern South Dakota
by the Chippewa. The Cheyenne Indian will also be forced westward spending time in South and North Dakota, later joining the Mandan and then
moving further westward to the Black Hills of South Dakota and Eastern
Wyomingo
The Teton took up residence in the Lake Traverse area at the head
waters of the Minnesota and Red Riverso The Santee located near
Mille Lacs Lake in north central Minnesota while the Yankton will
settle further south in Minnesotao During this period, the Sioux
lived mainly in scattered villages throughout the lake-studded woodlandso They practiced a mixed economy of horticultures hunting and
wild rice gatheringo Seasonally, many of the groups made bisonhunting expeditions out on the adjacent prairie landso
The three tribes of the Dakota (Teton, Santee, Yanktons) will go
their separate ways in that by 1700 maps have them divided into the
7
Sioux of the East· (Santee) ~d the I Sioux of the West i1 (Yankton and
Tetons ) o,l The Tetons moved ·westward into the present area of South
Dakota driving the Arikara northward and settling in the grasslands
along the Missouri River. The Yanktons follow soon afterward taking
up residence along the southern border of South Dakota near the
James Rivero The Santee will remain in Minnesota taking up residence in the old T~ton country near Lake Traverse and extending as
far south as the junction of the Minnesota River and Blue Earth
River at the pr esent site of Mankato, Minnesota. (see· map #4)~
The last movement will have a lasting effect on the culture of
the Dakota as it will be at this time (1750-1770) that the ~Sioux
of the Westi 1 (Teton and Yankton) will first be introduced to the onetoed Spanish horse. Introduced to the.: Dakota by the Cheyenne, the
horse will have a dramatic effect on th~ life of these peopleo2 The
horse first being brought to . the -New World by the Spaniards in 1493
will be brought north from Mexico through trade and stealing by Apache
and Comanche Indiailso Because of early scarcity, the horse was used
by some tribes only for hunting while others such as Utes and Shoshoni
had a fully-mounted hunting and cavalry developed.3
lEhanna Woyakapi, Po 60
2For a detailed discussion of introduction and effects of the horse
on the Plains Indian 9 s way of life see: Leacock, Eleanor Bo and Lurice,
NoOo, North American Indians in Historical Perspective, 1971, Random
House, pp. 204-207.
31eacock, Po 2040
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Map 4 ~ Goo9rapl-ical Location of No. American Indian Tribes hy 1800
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With the adaptation of the Dakota semi-agricultural way of life
to the horse, ca1i1e those associated features of nomadismo The tepee
as a new from of housing, the travois adapted from the dog to the
horse became the means of transporting belongingso Agriculture
became of minor importance as now the hunting of buffalo supplemented
through collection of such products as berries, turnips, etco became
th¢ major means of subsistenceo
While the LSioux of the West; 7 were involved in this transition
to a nomadic ·-way of life the 0 Sioux of the EasV'1 (Santee ) continued
.
to reside in the centr~l Minnesota areao The Santee received their name
(Santee= knife) from their residence near Mille Lacs Lake in Northern ·
Minnesotao (Hille Lacs ~as knife shaped)o Gradually during the l?OO?s
the Santee were pushed further and further west in Minnesota by the
Chippewa Inians so by 1783 they were to be found along the head waters
of the Minnesota and Red Rivers near Lake Traverseo
In 1851 a treaty meeting at 3tc Peteri Minnesota ceded all lands
in Minnesota and Iowa to the whites at 6¢ per acreo Failure of the
white government to carry through on promises made in food allotments and the fact that much of that money which was allocated for
land transfer was given to trading companies which had alledged
depredation cla~ns against the Santee, ultimately resulted in the
Minnesota uprising of 1862 in which a number of bands of Santee took
parto Upon the capture and trial of such bands· the Santee Dakota
were divided and placed on reservations at Crow Creek on the Niobrara
River, some in Nebraska and others on the Sisseton-Wahpeton Reservation
in northeastern South Dakota near Fort Ridgley (presently Fort
Sisseton)o
VI o STRUCTURE OF DAKOTA CULTURE
Due to the differences in culture demonstrated by the ::Sioux of the
West ' (Yankton and Teton) as opposed to the 'Sioux of· the East•; (Santee ),
it will be necessary to discuss these separatelyo The major means of
subsistence (agriculture vso hunting and gathering) serves to provide
each grouping with a quite different 0 way of life o;7
Siou..x of the West (Yankton and Teton)
A great deal of the literature devoted to the Dakota Sioux has focused
on these groups in that much of the confrontation between Indian and whites
was ·with these two groupso The Teton Dakota being the most notorious,
produced such outstanding leaders as Red Cloud, Sitting-Bull and Crazy
Horseo
Kinship~ Returning to our earlier discussion of the organization ·o f the
Dakotai the Yanktons and Tetons possessed a structure based on the
Tiyospaye as the basic unito Both tribes consisted of bands (Teton=
seven; Yankton= two ) which in turn were made up of numerous extended
families known as Tiyospayeso (See Figure #4) A Tiyospaye consi~ted of
10-20 conjugal fa1:.1 ilies (husband-wife-children combinations) united by
strong kinship ties and served for all practical purposes as one large
family with most all persons relatedo

•
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Becau.se of the demands of mobi.lity in their nomadtc way of life the
:people we:r e .cequlreci to reside in small groupings so as to m.a.inta:.in tbemselves in a hu.nting and gathering way of life o Tbis small kin:ship 1.rnit
was totally autonomous and as wi.ll be seen lat er.·, will elect its o·wn
leadership and operate ·tot.;i.J.ly jnd.-pr•ndsnt of any other affj_liations.
As an extended family tmit the kinship t:ies were such that any one
person within the ur.dt benefited by many close r6latives. AB a. rnat.riloca.l
group (husband mo·ves to tiyosJ.1a~re of his wife's relatives) a child ma.y
have at .a ny c)11e tim.e nume:r.cus fath ~.:;~cs nr,.d mother·s in at least two Myospayes
{See Figure ·-5)<> In -Figure ·5 one w:ill note that. Ego 9 s mother's sisters
and :fa:t.her' s- brothers will all be· considered as parents wit.h the same
obligations to his welfare as his own biolog~cal pa:rents o The chiJ_cl-ren
of these othe.r mothers a..n.d fathers (a1.wts and uncles L11. l·mite society)
would be eit.her· brothers and sisters of first cousins to Egoc Such kin-

ship ties provided the youngster w:ith a source of security unbeknown to

the outsider.

He would grow to know that his first allegiance to
,

ea.crif ice, fight and die wotLld be to his :riyospaye ru1d then se~ondly to his
own conjugo.l familyo .Although mult,iple marriage was possible~ most often

families were monogamouc~

Holes of men a.nd. women differed as men were

expected to f ight and hunt while tbe domestic chores of co.lle cti:n.g, food
preparatio:0. 1 packir:.g and repacl.ing the household belongings and child
rearir1g were pr:uaary duties of the female
OI

.. "':.f :

DAKOTA INDIAN KINSHIP

.

-

.

Children l\'e:re taught liy example with little or no physical r,u.17..ishment
rendiJred. as sham:ing served . much tb,~) sam~ purpose.. Maternal grandparents
played a major role in childrearing as oft.en tr:.e maternal grandmotber ·
supervised the rea.ring of her grandchi1u.ren,f> Fx:-Lreme devotion and r8spect,
was afford0d all re.l ati.vss ,1,.nd e8pecial1y the aged.

UsuaJ_ly the conjugal farrd 1y was not .large as even childless
couples ha.d children through th.is hn~~que extended fam..ily systsm. As a

communal society all families joined in .the hunts and foodstuffs were
divided quite equally based on needo

Mate selection came through mutual ·qhoice based on a bride price
(payment to the bride ts fa.th er) usually cons i.::>ti.'rlg of hcrses. Mates had
to be selected from other Tiye:spayes in that all eligible rna.tes trrith:in
one .~s o\'m wou...1d be considered a·s brothers: sisters,,.
first ·cousins!'

or

---

·,

'·

Economics~ - As has been pointed .0ut m.1P-}erous times p:cev:io1 sly the Yaz1ktons
and-it~ton wer·e o.f a hunting and gathering way of lifeo Foodstuffs -~-1ere
comm1mc1:l · prcpert.,y whereas one vs . o.cses , ·weapc,nry r i1ousing_, 1-~tc o were
pers-::mal _p:roper-t,y- to be di.sposed of as seen fit hy its o-wner c Even though
' such a :feature a.;3 pe.:csc,nt?,l property did exist~ orw of the gr<1a.test virtues
, ' ·among the Dakota was tirn,t of ho s pita1i.ty or the sharing of' one is property
·up..1n. demr.j,ndo Wealth 1.-.ri.11
mea,ffu:r.·ed on one 7s tr-adi tion. of gi·ving rather
than accumulating. '11his feature w.ill later come to be a mEtjor obstaGle
to ::n:~ccessfu.l individual entr.e prene.urship forced upon the Dakota under ~he
renervation way of life_!) The Indian viewed himself au a part. of r:iature,
no m.ore nor no lA3S than. arry other ·li.ving th:ingo AB he felt b:imse.lf to
be ki...'11 to all living t.hir1tr_ss, he --!}hen felt it quite impossible to take .from
t.his life more than was needed. :for s::i..mple snbsistenc6,. 'ro k.iJ..1 bison or
to rea.p the ·pr-educe of wild pJ.ar; ts beyond o.n0 1 s daily 11.eeds v.ras t.o ~xplo it
nf!.tu:re .for whicl.J. such violati::m be wou..ld need
pay rctribution.o

to.

.

-

Reli.d.on~ Thie ab)ve discu.ss:l.on ccncer·ning the :L.rid.ian'ls rel(.:.tionshi.p to
nature leads us to a clisc11ssicn of his religious system:11 S:i.mJ.lar to that
vf .meet hunters and gatherers, the :OaJwt.a will base bis :rel.ig.ious beliefs on
that -wh:i..ch is of pri..rn.cn-y importance to him fo.c surviva.J.., that being nature.
0.-..ten referred to as ' 7'.rhe Hoop of Na.tionsH or 111The Gre,3.t Circle o.f' nature 1t ' '
the system waa bas(jd on equa.1 relations hip of .ma.n t,') al.l o-Lhf~i· life forms
( see F.'ig1JY8 . ·6)
The L'1.dian dare not . e-"q>loj_t the -relation11hip .for- it

f•igure 6; Compaz·.ison
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Chr.i stianit.y and tne Great Circle of Nature
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would be necessary foi~ .him to rely t:iti that same life time and time again
for survivalt, The. annual Su..11 Dance served a ma..jor -- purpose in the Indian 9 s

attempt to restore th!:> harmony of a.11 life for:rm as he paid retribution

through physical pa:.i.n and gifts to restore · th:i.s--ba.lance in nature. · In
contrast 1 the Christian beliefs of the white 'differed significantly in that.
man was superior to all other life fornt.s and for this reason felt no guilt
in the exploitation of other life forms jn the name of hunting, _trappL'1g 1
farnrl.ng and ranching~ 'this basic difference wiJ.l S";rve to prevent the
whit~ man's relision from ever playing a major role iri lnd:i.a.n ritualo
Government: 'Yne only true governing system was to be found within ea.ch
independent tiyospa.ye~ Jt was here that one f:Ll'lds t.he. - cm1ncil arid chief"
( see Figure . '7) • The tiyospaye r;ouncil was made -iip of a number of
elected <:}lderly males who usually were not active warriors at the time cf
their· election.. Had they been outstanding as hunt2-rs and wa_rriors in
their youngB-r yca.rri 1 their chances of election were: much greater.. The
council in turn elected on~ of its own ar the chi.ef o These were the men
of wisdomo

-
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Below this level of gevernment was a group of elected young men
(shirt-weare rs or counselors) noted for their skill in hunting and bravery
in waro It was this g~o~p that made the day to day decisions for the
tiyo~paye· based on the advice and wisdom of the counciL .. ·; .
, : V .~.

Directly below this "group were a number of men who served in the
capacity of judge and jury for ·v iolations within the tiyospayeo The
\iwakincu~ ' as they were known, played an important role in ther_ maintenance
of justice among the members of the groupo
·

•

At the lowest level of governm~n;t ...were several groups of men assigned
specific dutieso The .!~herald;; ··s'ei·ve·d as the person responsible for public
announcements of the· council , sh.i rt.-wearers and Viwakincui; decisionso The
,,·orderliesi• served to provide. for the needs of these higher groups while
in sessiono The LAkitc'ita. 77 were the policemen of the tiyospaye responsible
. to the ' 7wakincu'i; for apprehending violatorso
The governing process was truly that of a democracy in that all
households had an opportunity for participation through their male heado
Few decisions were made without the consultation of all responsible
partieso
SIOUX OF THE EAST ( Santee )

-

As was pointed out previously 1 numerous differences occur,b~tween
the structure of the Sioux of the East and West o Whereas our ··pr'evious
discussion of Teto'n and Yankton focused on a nomadic way of lif~r; this
discussion of the 'Santee is based on a more sedentary agricultural
group of Dakota Indians located in Northeastern South Dakotao
Kinship: vJhere the· Tetons and Yanktons referred to the basic unit as
tiyospayes.9 the Santee referred to theirs as 97 clanso 1 (see Figure }8)0
Named after geographical localities t hese clans were different than
those of the west in that they were somewhat less independento Again,
the Santee practiced a restrictive ·courtship and mating process as
well as matrilocal residence .and polygamy similar· to the Tetons and
Yanktono The extended family feature of multiple parents and major
role played by grandparents. in childrearing was the sa.111e also o
(see Figure (5 )o
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a nomadic hunting and

gathering type of econorri.y~ the Sioux of the Ea:::,t continued in a more settled

agricultural way of life.. Communal hunts each summer lasting severa.l weeks
were undertaken, but for the most part the Santee were gardeners living in
permanent villages. The role of ferrales in tbe economic endeavors cf the
Santee in.corporated the ga.:cdenj_ng a.s well as those same featu:res of child·rearingi collect.m g, etc entered into by Teton and Yan..~ton women., Santee
m::1n remained. as hunters, fishermen, trappers, a.:nd warriors and saw "tilling
the soil 11 as the role of women only. Corn, beans: squash, a.nd purnpkir1s
were the :rnaJ.n gardening c:r·ops with wild rice as a. collectirJ.g i tern. Where
the highly portable tipi was used for housing among the Teton and Yanktons,,
the Santee used both the t.ip{ as well as a more permanent structure
(lodge) made of bark with a gab.led roof' kr1own as a. tipi-tonka.
'·
i:

f.t.el-ig~.on: Similar to the religions pract:Lces of t.he ~flvlest,1' the Santee
also practiced a belief in man's equa.lity to other life form..s ( see
tigu.re ·6). Combin~d with the "vision quest" thlo cerGmony pla.yed a
major part in summer encampments which broueht many clans toget.hero ·
Government~ Where the tiyospaye of the 'feton and Yanktons were for the
most part independent entities as far as government.j the sedentary
\

\

-,..___

,.

'

:t'eatu.:r>e of the Santee provi.ded for a more interdependent relatfonship
betweei1 clans
Each clan had. . a wakinc1.m or coux1selor rBpresenting them
on the band cour1c:i.l and each wakincun had an equal vote :in the decisions
of the bancL, Temporary chiefs who were tn charge of hunts and battlBs
were a.ppoj_nted for each event'5 The chief or waJd.ncu.n of each smaller
group came to this position. by e.le·cti.on wh:icb was based on his traits
of individual wisdom and powers e (Figure 9)
0

Figure 9
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VIIo ACCUL'l:UH.ATION AS A SOCIAL PRG'CESS
The traditional patterns of living found among the :Oa.kota Indians
were incomnatible · ~.rith the ed.1 cation cf the American frontiersmen and
were regarded. as infP-riore The' ·frontie-r·smen believed ·in the superiol~ity
of h:i.s culture and ahy who disagreed must either :ir.GJD.edlately adjust to
the new pattern:
suffer a.nnih J.l ution .. The Indian could recognize the
utility of some ·o~~ the frcmtier~m-1 .n's equ:i.pment to satisfy his desire for
s1.;1..,.ryival, such as ··h ors~s .i1 stee l knives, and repeatir1g rifles; but was not
at. t1.ll impressed with the ~-3eem.i.n.g disregard of spiritual and moral values

or·

exhibited by the frontieisman .. Two widely varying patterns of' thin.king
and aating were therefor e i n contact. on +:.he American frontier.
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Definition of Accultu~ationg The process of culture change resulting
when differing groups are in'. ,.;continuous first-hand contact;; and the
subsequent modification of the original culture patterns of either or
both groups will be referred to as acculturationol This study will
attempt to analyze the changes which have taken place in the culture
patterns of the Dakotas since their first contacts with the American
frontiersmeno These changes have not taken place without large-scale
disruption of the Dakota way of life and without disorganizing results
in the life of the individual Indianso The society of the Dakotas is
consequently beset with unending problems of adjustment which are most
apparent on the reservations located in the rural areas of South Dakotao
Culture Change and Acculturationg Differential rates of change in the
process of acculturation ar.~ issociated with social disorganizationo
Comparison between the Dakota Indian and White .American _cultures indicates the latter as a more dynamic, rapidly changing cult:ure. The
Dakota culture had been changing also, but the rate of change was considerably slowero The first contacts of the Dakotas were with traders.?
and their influence was felt primarily in the introducti.on of new
material apparatus and techniques; but they made little effort to
change the more basic culture patternso The Dakotas easily accepted
the diffusion of goods which offered utility or decoration not previously enjoyed by themo Missionaries were not as successful in
introducing new ways because their teachings violated some of the basic
premises of Dakota culture, although there was sufficient similarity in
spiritualism to provide a basis for acceptan,ce of the new religion by
some of the Dakotaso
·
The Dakotas actively resisted acceptance of the White man 9 s culture only when they began to realize that the encroachments of the settlers on their lands could.. only result in the extermination of the buffalo -which was their main means of subsistence_o Then they were forced
to fight for their way of° lifeo Although the fight was futile because
of the overwhelming odds against them$ the Dakotas were able by shrewd
maneuvering and bra.very to provide the army of the northern plains with
plenty of headaches before they were finally subjugated and placed on
reservations under the control of the governmento
The goverrunent policy on the reservations was two-fold~ military
supervision and enforced acculturationo The only possible Indian response to military force was appeal for supernatural aid exemplified
in the Ghost Dance Ileligicno The second policy$ acculturation, was
designed for the education of childreno It was hoped that "by encouraging missionaries to Christianize them.? by teaching them to farm and
to become self-supporting.:> by forcing White man 9 s dress, and by consistently damning native institutions like those of the chief$ the band,
medicine man.:> soldier societies, and Sun Dance, 71 the Dakota youth would
learn to accept the ·white culture patterno These po~i~ies were to b~
supported by threats of withdrawal of government ration$' . ·from non-conformists ..? at a· time when the Dakotas were almost entirely dependent
upon the agency for foodo The only. response -from the Indians to this
policy was passive resistance.? and since they--·-were isolated on reservations, lacking contact with most of the outside society.? they were
lRobert Redfield, Ralph Linton, and Melville Jo Herskovits, ,;Memorandum for the Study of Accultura.tion.? 77 American Anthropologist, XXVIII
(March~ 1936)~ 1490
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able to retain many of their old cultural values and transmit them to
their children., in spite of the efforts of the missionaries and the
schoolsol
The history of culture change for the Dakotas appears to divide
itself logically into the five phases sug 0 ested by Mekeel~2

lo
.2o

3o
4o

5a

•

-

Acceptance of the horse and trade goods from White culture,
leading to prosperity and expansion in population and territoryo
Struggle for sovereigntyo
Acceptance of reservation life through military defeat and
loss of subsistencea
· Appeal to Sl pernatural aid and rejection of White cultureo, ·
Passive acceptance of White acculturationo
1

With this historical pattern of culture change in mind, it is not
surprising that the Dakotas have still not completely accepted all aspects of White civilizationo Their resistance to or., at best., passive.
acceptance of the traits of the dominant cultt,re meant that changes
in their basic values c&~e ·about very slowlyo At the same tirne, the
values of the White culture were undergoing increasingly rapid changes
associated with improved technology and the only possible result was·
a tremendous lag between the rates of culture change in the two
societieso
Not ': only wer_e the rates of change unequal between the two cultures.,
but they were even more uneven within the Dakota cultureo Many of the
Dakotas accepted the material and superficial aspects of 1rfuite culture.,
but rejected the beliefs, attitudes, and values of the dominant societyo
Some individuals completely reformed their beliefs to fit their new
knowledge, while other individuals refused to accept anything but the
traditional knowledge of the tribal groupa Those who were willing
found the task of learning _new ways almost insurmountable., since they
had grown to adulthood with a vastly different cultural environrnento
The result was confusion and disillusionment for the Dakotaso They
found many conflicts in the ·white man 9 s values and between the old
and new values which could not be easily resolved by individuals
accustomed to the consistent value structure of their traditional
societyo
The older Dakotas., unable to remove those conflicts, remained
largely unassir1ilated, and found solace in the recalling of past
glories and the preservation of the old wayso They escaped from
lscudder Mekeel, A Short History of the Teton Dakota, State
Historical Society of North Dakota., 1943., Po 1940
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their present miseries into a world of illusion~ and when forced to
face troubles exhibited a stoic disregard for their own personal welfareo The younger generation, however, could not completely escape,
and they were forced to undergo the rigors of the educational and con- ·
trol prograrns instituted by the government on the reservationo But
when they went home, they were under the influence of the r,old folksu
and were consequently taught the values 0f the Dakota societyQ They
became a marginal group, living in both societies and being only partly
ass:imilatedo The conflict in values between the two cultures is most
evident in this generation, and they exhibit many of the symptoms of
disorganization accompanying the disintegration of Dakota cultureo
In many cases, these younger Dakotas are becoming parents of a new
generation which will become largely assimilated into the White culture.?
since the influence of the older pBople will continue to decline as
they are unable to provide solutions to the problems of living in
modern society o
There are, however.? a number of factors which support antiacculturation attitudes among the Dakota IndiansQ The most important
of these is the pattern of discrimination, prejudice, and segregation
which they must face in the white society off the reservationo Less
important are such factors as lack of skills in dealing with the external society, dependency upon the Bureau of Indian Affairssa respect
for unassin1ilated parents and grandparents, and other social and economic problems v~1ich have remained unsolvedQ Segregation on the reservation makes it possible for anti-acculturation attitudes to exist, but
it is largely the treatment of the Indians in the external society which
causes such . hostile attitudes to existo
VIIL ·TI1PLICAT;f:O;rJS

9F ACCULTURATION FOR,-THE

pAKGrA I NDIANS

Anthropologists are of the opinion that the Teton Dakota branch
of ·the Siouan nation has the most typical of all Plains Indian cultureso
On the Great Plains, wh:ic h extend from Canada to Mexico and from the
Mississippi to the Rocky Mountains, the Teton Dakotas occupied the
North Central areao They were likewise the center of a great and
powerful Indian civilization extending throughout the plainso Their
civilization was so influential that today their cultural . characteristics are copied by anyone who wants to depict the .American
Indian in art·; and if anyone wishes to look like an Indian, he dons
the scalp shirt and war bonnet of the Teton Dakotaso Before the
arrival of the English-speaking ploughman on the plains, the Dakota
culture appeared destined to sweep the continent and absorb the
French traders and frontiersmen in the processo Many of the Hudson
Bay Company men had completely assimilated the plains Indian culture~
and the early frontiersmen usually became Indians at least in thought
and habbit. ~;Old Bill Williams is said to have offered his corncob
pipe to the svn, like any shaman. Kit Carson lived in a tipi and
counted coupsonl During the period of early contact between .Dakota

1stanley Vestal, New Sources of Ind~an History~ 1850-189lsa Po 1930
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and White culture-P the Indian way of life tended to dominateo 1'he influence
of Dakota culture was being extended and the power of the nation was increasing o
Some Sociopsychological Aspects of Acculturation. Relations between
Teton and -vJhite became strained as ·the immigration of .Arnerican frontiersmen and agriculturalists into the plains increasedo The lJhite invaders
had preconceived ideas about Indians which caused them to assurne an
attitude of superiority. They did not observe the same principles of
living as the Dakotas, and violated all the rights of the natives
who possessed the lclnd, at the same time looking upon these people
with disdain. The traditional attitudes toward the Indians were
well summarized by General de Trobriandol

-

-

The maj ority were c;:.o nvinced that the simplest and only mems
of settling the i,Indian questionVi was to exterminate •1all the
verminoD This opinion prevails . throughout all the frontier,
especially in the towns .and settlements of any i mportanceo
Others, more just and more moderate, believe that the Whites
have been far from blameless, and attribute to them., at bottomJ>
the causes of the hostilities that broke out during the war,
and that are still being... car;t'ied ono These latter informants
are few in number, and while they declare that the poor Indians
have been treated like dogs.,. that they have been lied to,
robbed, pillaged, and massacred, they would be just as prompt
as the others in shooting on sight any. req-skin suspect that
crossed their path.
:: .
There is considerable evidence that the Dakotas were always considered
as actual or potential enemieso The tribes which were friendly had
no protection because the Whites professed that they could not distinguish between friendly and hostile Indianso Any man who could tell
the difference was under suspicion as na friend of the Indian,n or 11 a
renegade White o~i
Many false ideas of the Indians were invented in order to j~stify
the White attitude of superiority, and this attitu:le has endured to this
dayo For example, it is not uncommon for the police to jail a mildy
intoxicated Indian, while a severly drunk White may be escorted home
and told 11 to sleep it off o • The justification of this discrimination ·
is rationalized by recalling the stereotype of the ndang~rous · drlmken .
India.no~ Furthermore, the Indians living on the reservations in South
Dakota today are stereotyped as unprog;ressive because they refuse to
change their customs, while actually for most of them theI·e is nothing
in their cultural system which prescribe-s· qhange o
The only possible reaction of the Dakotas to the superior and
domineering attitudes of the Whites was ~efense of their way of life
and their homelando Resentment and bitterness were expressed by the
Dakotas in regard to the unjust treatment they received at the hands
of the White invader. 2

•

1 Phillippe de Trobriand, Army Life in Dakota, pp. 12-130
2John C-. Neihardt, Black Elk Spaaks, Po 138.
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Wherever we went, the soldiers came to lrill us 51 and it was
all our own countryo It was ours already when the Wasichus
made the treaty with Red Cloud, that said it would be ours as
long as grass should grow and water flowo That was only eight
winters before, and they were chasing us now because we remembered and they forgoto
Leaders of the Dakotas such as Red Cloud~ Sitting Bull.? and Crazy _
Horse gained prominence because of their resistance to the depredations of the invaderso
As the Wasichus became better known to the Dakotas, faults in the
White man 9 s culture pattern became obvious to the Indianso The White
men appeared to care little for their own people and to take everything fro ~ e~ch other if they had an opportunity.? so that while some
had more ·than they could possibly use, others were starvingo From the
Dakota point of view, . th~ Dakota way of showing concern for their people
and sharing material goods was much bettero Moreover, the Dakotas loved
freedom to move about, while the Whites treated them like prisoners,
penning them up like animals in a cage on reservations and pointing
guns at them if they tried to escapeo Certainly, reservation life with
regulated governrnent ration was not suitable for a warrior longing to
rove . again with his peopoe over the great prairies and mountain rangeso
Accustomed to the satisfaction- of providing food for his family through
buffalo hunting, it was better for a warrior to ret1,1rn empty-handed
from the chase and to feel the pangs of hunger while awaiting a more
successful hunt ,;than living the life of a squaw, sitting about a
campfire oj 7l
The hmniliation of trying to walk the White manVs road was
usually .accepted more gracefully by the older people than by the youngo
The morale of the young warrior was poor; he was despondent and morose
because of his many grievances for which the White man was to blame-the destruction of the buffalo, the imprisonment on reservations, and
the ruin of his life values. Supernatural aid failed h~n, suicide was
for women 51 but to die fighting the enemy would bring gloryo There was
an incentive to strike th8 first White man to cross his path and gain
revenge against those responsible for all his pcopleis troubleso The
Dakotas were also aware that the best Whites with whom they had contact violated the very principles they were being told were necessary
to salvationo They could only conclude 1that the Whites are a race
who violate their taboos, to the Indian mind a thing unthinkable, a
wicked folly almost incredibleo •2
Is it any wonder that the attitudes of the Dakota Indians,vhich
have been described, prevented complete acceptace of the American culture? And yet the Dakotas were forced to deal with this new American

lJulia Bo McGillycuddy, McGillycugd1 Agent, Po 770
2Decost Smith, Indian Experiences 51 Po 2050
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cultureo The situation today among the Indians in South Dakota may be
largely explained in terms of the conflicting attitudes which -result
when a group of people are influenced by two cultures but cannot live
completely in eithero Some memoers of the Dakota collli-nunity accept the
new attitudes-, and others still accept the old, but most vascillate
between the two stand~rds of value or accept no stand.3.rd at allo In
most communities, the noncor...former is brought into line by sanctions of
family, religion, education, and government irr~posed by the group; but.
in Dakota society, any attempt to impos8 old cultu.ral san~tions onJ.y
produces greater deviation among those who h9.ve accepted th3 now wa;:s
of livingo The sanctions of the new culture are largely exercized by
the government agency which is impersonal, and while demanding conformity
in some areas, does not effectively change the basic attitudes which
are deeply.r embedded in those who h:3.ve clung to the older way of life
against great oddso

-

-

Despite the increasmgly strong impact of White civilization,
the nonmaterial culture pattern of the Dakotas has retained a degree of
vitality and significance in the lives of those Indian people that is
difficult· for many people to comprehendo When they have accepted
material traits frcm the dominant culture, the$e traits have often
been used ·for the purpose of insuring survival of earlier culture
patternso The core of Dakota personality structure is frequently
the surviving elements of Teton-Dakota culture, although in many
external segments of a Dakotan 9 s life history are found behavior
patterns and personality characteristics reflecting his position as
a marginal man in American societyo The Dakota individual is very
likely to sutfer from personal insecurity in this marginal social
position, 0 with its poverty, lack of adequate roles and cultural
objectives, and social conflicts arising out of lost controls and
changing attitudes o~:l
As each Dakota I!l?..ll or woman now looks back to the past either
from experience or through the stories which have been told
him, he senses the self-assurance and the ability of his
ancestors to ccpe with lifeo They were united and secure
in the life they follo1.1ed, and their institutions gave good
reinforcement within the groupa By comparison, the modern
Indian way of life is one of emptiness, one in which fa."llily
and community are losing their integrationo The contemporary
life, as compared with the culture that was functioning in
the middle nineteenth century, is only a shadowo Attitudes
and values of that culture still strongly af1e~t the behavior
patterns of the people~ but some of its socjal institutions
are gone or ere only vestigialo The realization of cultural
loss and being neither Indian nor White in any cultural sense
adds ·. to the Indian 9 s insecurity and isola ticn in the modern
worldo

laordon :Macgregor, Warriors Withont Weapons~:, Po 12lo
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Thus the· old .Dakota Indians have only
and their children have dim hopes for
have been largely shattered un~er the
culture, and new ways have not as yet
ment patterns acceptable in a complex

bitter memories of their past
the futureo The traditional ways
impact of the ponderous American
been worked out . to provide adjustcultureo

Enforced ..§lld Permissive Acculturationo The ea,tly explorers and
travelers who visited the Dakota Indians found these people to be generally
friendly, often looking upon the pale-faces with superstitious awe and
hailing them as benefactors who brought many useful and ornamental
articleso Jonathan Carver recorded jn his diary~l ';As soon as I had
reached the land, two of the chiefs presented their hands to me~ and
led me, amidst the astonished m~ltitude, who had most of them never
seen~ White man before, to a tentooooand ever after ~hey treated me
with great· respecton
If this friendly relationship between the bearers of two different
culture systems had continued~ it is likely that the acculturation proce ss
would have been expedited. The social learning typical of friendly cultural
contacts is referred to as permissive acculturation. This process involves
imitation of the desirable cultural forms, such as habits, skills, and
attitudes, which are best able to satisfy the culturally acquired drives
of the group. As long as imitative learning can take place in an atmosphere of freedom, it is almost inconceivable that acculturation can in
any sense be a disruptive processo Learning to speak a new language~ to
prepare and eat new foods, or to use new and more efficient tools which
have been introduced from another culture should be no 1nore disruptive
than any new discovery or invention occurring within t~e culture systemo
In brief, voltmtary imitative l~arning which does not involve radical
readjustments for the individua,Js is the principal means by which permissive acculturation takes place· a.nd although it may proceed slowly,
it is usually highly effective o
· ·
In many cases of acctll:turation, however, there are conditions which
prevent free exchange of culture traits o One of the gr:oups may feel that
their culture traits are superior; and when they also have a predominant
position of power, they are likely to attempt to force their culture syste~
upon the subordinate groupo This enforced acculturati9n implies that
the ruling group will exercise -'.s anctions against any member of the minority
group who does not almost immediately change over to the new culture patterno
The Europeans in their contacts with aboriginal peoples were especially
prone to insist upon enforced acculturation, and the result was resistance
to imitative learning among the native groupso Then the Europeans made
things still more difficult by establishing barriers which made it nnpossibl~
to adopt the cultural traits even if the minority peoples had wished to do
soo For exa.rnple, the Europeans would introduce metal . :irnplements and utensils
to a nonliterate group, but provide them with no knowledge of the manufacture of these instruments in the event that they were not available through
tradeo2
1 Jonathan Carver, Travels Through the Interior Parts of North
Americag Po 8lo
2This discussion of permissive and enforced acculturation is based
on the theoretical position expressed by Ao Irving Hallowell, Culture and
Emerience, pp. 318-3230 Imita.tive learning is used in this source to mean
voluntary copying of culture traits o
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In the early contacts between the Dakota Indian and Anglo-European
culture, both permissive and enforced acculturation were evident.9 although
the latter predominatedo At the very beginning.9 the acculturative process
was largely permissive and was carried out by the traders.9 who played a
. promotional role in persuading the Dakotas to adopt new tools and equipmento The next group to exert considerable influence was the missionarie8p
who were the salesmen of nonmaterial beliefs and moral attitudeso For
the most part, their activities were permissive and limited to providing
the Dakotas with a new religion.9 although they frequently attempted to
convince the Da~otas that they should give up their old ways of nomadic
life and settle in a place where missions could be permanently establishedo
Enforced acculturation was primarily the program of the government agents
and military forces that had charge of the Dakotas after they were coerced
into reservationso But the policies of the government depended upon the
attitudes of various groups that came in contact with the Dakotas.9 and
therefore all these groups were responsible for the efforts to enforce
acculturationo Perhaps the greatest influential group to· which the
government was responsive was the agriculturists who were demanding
cession of Indian lands to the government so that these lands would be
available for their agricultural expansion or land speculationo These
four classes--traders.9 missionaries» government functiona~ies» and
agriculturalists--should each receive consideration as agents promoting
acculturation, since each class illustrates certain distinct elements in
the total acculturative process of the Dakotas.9 these elements in turn
differentiating this contact situation from any othero
The Traders--The role of the trader was to offer the Dakota goods.9
such as-"'steel ·1mives » kettles .9 and guns, which did not conflict with
former habits but added . comfort and convenienceo These were readily
accepted by the Dakotas; and along with acquisition of horses~ these
goods made it possible for the tribes to prosper and expand in population
and territory. Much of the actual trading was carried on with Frenchmen
who established friendly relations and inter-married freely with the
Dakotaso The French fur traders attached no stigma tQ marriage into the
tribes.9 and the Dakota family who had a daughter marrie d to a trader
was looked upon with envy because she had gained. an honorable positiono
Even today the French traders are mentioned as a ·class apart from other
White people with whom the Dakota have been in contacto
The close association of the traders with the Dakotas during this
period greatly stimulated exchange of culture traitso The goods offered
by the traders provided better mecns of satisfying basic needs~ and this
was sufficient motivation to insure their acceptance by the Dakotaso The
nonmaterial values of the French traders were presented without pressure
to the Dakotas for their acceptance or rejection~ and while some 7imitative
learning·· was apparent, the full acceptance of White culture values could
not take place, especially since, in all likelihood» the trader was converted to the culture values of the Dakotaso The acceptance of material
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traits by the Indians did at times make it necessary for them to readjust
their thinking in certain nonmaterial culture areas and created new
secondary drives unsatisfied under their present culture sytemo But the
traders were unconcerned a.bout these changes in the value structurei and
therefore the Dakotas were able to make the necessary adjustments so that
their culture pattern was improved rather than disruptedo
The Missiona.ries--The teachings of the missionaries regarding new
religious bellers ancr--practices met with some resistance among the
Dakota people. In order for these Indians to accept new religious beliefs~
it was necessary that the pragmatic · value or the idea be demonstrated
in the satisfaction of their basic or secondary driveso
The supernatural
experience of these people had to be related to their rewarding activities
if learning a Christian value system was to be motivatedo One way this
could be accomplished was by reducing through Christianity the dismay of
the Dakotas when their own native beliefs failedo However, the missionaries
usually attempted to eradicate completely the native religion and to impos~
Christian 1noralityo The only possible result of such strategy was to
create resistance among the Dakotaso If the missionaries had used the native
beliefs as a framework in which to introduce Christianity, the results could
have been quite differento
The purported objective of missionary work was to i;civilizeY· the
Dakota, and the missionaries indiscriminately tried to drive out practice~
which, they believed, impeded the progress of the Indians toward a civilized
stateo They influenced the Bureau of Indian Affairs to impose regulations not only against the Sun Dance but also against many other ceremonies and customs unrelated to religiono Indian couples who had been
married for a long period under the tribal ceremony, for example, were
forced to marry according to the Church ritual before their conjugal
state was recognized in the Churchol
One old couple, who had only a vague idea of its meaning
finally consented to remarriage by the Churcho An audience
filled the church building and the aged couple stood in front
of the ministero When the august perscnage in black questioned,
~Will you take thi 9 '\.": oma.n to be your wife ?1; the old fellow
looked incredulously at the minister, then at the interpreter,
hesitatingly waiting for some light on the confusing questiono
After a moment or so he said, ~~Jhy, she is my wife o,; At the
ministerVs next question.I> ViWill you ca.re for this woman through
health and through sickness?n a puzzled expression, mingled
with exasperation.I> canie upon the old man 9 s face.i> but he quickly
explained.I> "I have always cared for hero Everytime she gets
sick I send for the medicine-ma.non But when the minister
exhorted them to let no man put them asunder, the old fellow
quite feelingly let it be known that •1We have been married .
these many years, and no man has ever come between us, so do
you think anyone can now?) 1

l1uther Standing Bear, Land of the Spq_~_ted Eagle, p. 1140
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According to the treaty signed in 1868 with the Dakota Indians.si
they were guaranteed the right to worship in their accustomed mannero .
In spite of this guarantee.si a few years later Agent McGi11ycuddy issued
a proclamation that the Sun Dance would no longer be permitted ·at Pine.
Ridge. He justified this action on the grounds that proper agencies
had been established and schools and churches built -through which the
Teton Dakotas must adopt White ways in consideration of food and annuitieso
He insisted that the physical pain suffered in the Sun Dance was contrary
to civilized custom and retarded the progress of the Dakotas· toward ·
accu1turationo This method of forcing the Dakotas to give up their old
culture practices could only have the opposite effect than that intended
by the missionaries. ·_: The acculturation process was accelerated when
the missionaries m3.de use of the old practice c to introduce the new.? ·
but retarded when they attempted to replace the old with the ·new through
enforced controlso
Governrnent Agents--Both the traders and missionaries were in the
vanguard of frontier expansion-and did not engage in full scale effort
to change the culture patterns of the Dakotaso They were in no position to force changes.? but had to use persuasive measures to introduce
new equipment and beliefs if they were to continue to live and work
among the Indian people. Although they sometimes exerted indirect
pressu.re on the Dakotas.si enforced acculturation was not possible until
the reservation period and the controlof the Indian Agent had been
established. These conditions were only possible after the Dakotas had
been made vulnerable by their contacts with li\Thi tes and their subsequent
military defeato
The hostile groups of Indians were defeated only by starvation
after a long and disastrous military campaign had been carried out
against them. Although they capitulated to the goverrunent authority
on the reservation, they were by no means reconciled to ito In the
evenings, they sat around ·tae lodges smoking their pipes, dreaming of
past glories, reciting ·tales of bravery.si and envisioning a return
to their earlier freedomo
The desire for colonization and economic exploitation expanded the
American frontier, and ·coloni~ation and exploitation could only be accomplished after the native population on the plains had been conquered
and forced to accept the sovereignty of the American governmento If ·
the Dakotas did not submit, they were decimated or displaced; and if
they were forced to stbmit by conquest, conditions were created which
directly or indirectly forced them to make cultural readaptations for
which they were totally unpreparedo New and destructive diseases were
introduced; the buffaloes were killed~ destroying their principal means
of subsistence; · their family and kinship patterns were upsett their
freedom was restrictedo Consequently, new problems resulted that the
Dakota could not solve by means of their own cultural pattern.si and they
had, as yet, no means of learning some new ·mode of adaptationo
The Indian agents were consistently hampered anG antagonized 9y
the older members of the Teton Dakota tribes who fretted under the enforcement of a way of life they could not understando The old chiefs felt
that the agents were destroying Indian traditions and inducing the younger
generation to desert their peopleo ; It was deg~ading to the old warriors ·
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to work as laborers, use their ponies to draw wagons, eat beef instead
of buffalo meat or venison, and become farmers and send their children
to the goverrunent boarding schoolso
The friction between the agents and the Dakotas was abetted by
the lack of a consistent federal policyo The Dakotas had frequent
cause to accuse the government of infidelity when agreements, which they
reached with the government in good faith, were broken:l their rights
disregarded and their claims ignoredo The government would guarantee to
them their land as reservations forever!) and then invariably it would
violate these agreementso Instead of defending the Dakot as against
White encroachment on their lands as promised!) the federal authorities
would send soldiers to protect the White intruders and subjugate the
Indianso
Agricnlturalists--The culmination of enforced acculturation was
reached with the massacre of a small band of Teton Dakotas at Wounded
Knee in 18900 This event took the heart out of Dakota resistance to
White dominations and began a period of passive acceptance of Hhite
cultureo The Indians were encouraged to settle on small farms, to
build permanent homes!) to raise grain and cattle!) to send their children
to government boarding schools 1 and generally to adapt themselves to the
ways of the White farmers o The Dakotas ho1vever found the life of the
small farmer dreary and confining after their earlier pattern of hunting
and raiding: and although a few members of the tribe made meager attempts
at planting and irrigating cr9ps, the main attempts at farming were
similar to those of Red Cloud in 1875 who t~gave permiss i on for the women
to try their hand at ito 1
!)

The life of the small farmer did not have as truch appeal to the
Dakotas as the life of the cowboy ~ho roamed with great herds of cattle
over the plains of Nebraska and the Dakotaso The cowboys became the
chief culture-bearers to the Dakotas because they lived out-of-doors,
moved independently, and were the equal of the Indian as horsemen and
marksmeno The former way of life of the Dakotas could easily be converted
to these activities!) and the generation of Indians origi~ally placed on
reservations took to them avidlyo They were attracted to the cattle
economy!) and made an excellent transition to the culture of the White
plainsman as their herds prosperedo
The resllt was that the Dakotas appeared to be making a serious
attempt to gain a self-sustaining existence and to :imitate the dress,
the bearitg and the customs of the cowboy. But in the background was the
conquering and feeding government which stirred no genuine regard in the
mind of the Dakota; and the agents of this governraent, aware of t he
erosion problem, were forcel to decree that in most cases the Dakotas
could not be cowboys on the small a.mount of land allotted to themo
The Dakotas could not understand the decrees that destroyed their early
efforts at adaptationo They could not rebeli they could only express
their discontent over the policies which forbade them to search for the
blessings of Uhite civilizationo
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Some of the Dakotas were able to a dapt themselves to the new order
in spite of all the barrier s placed in their pathe They became the
basis of a progressive group whi ch was Christianized and friendly
to the White cultu~eo Yet many others re f used to change~ hated
the government, and were ant agonistic to any innovationo But it~~
worth noting that in the short -time since these Indians roamed the
plains.I) the amazing thing is that some of .them we.r e able to make a
readjustmente The tragic figure was the chief wm..had been to Washington
and had seen the 'White settlements and had returned to his people convinced that the Americans were too powerful to be successfully opposedo
They were misunderstood by many of their ·own people, and at the same
time were not accepted by the Whites • ..The son of one of these men
reported his father 9 s reaction as follows -~l
My son, since I have seen all tho~ .-cities·; _·~and the way the
Long Knife People are doing.11 I begin to realize that our lands
and our game are all goneo There .is nothing but the Long
Knives (or White people) everywhere we· went, and they keep
corning like flieso So we will have to learn their ways, in
order that- we may be able to live with themo

•

DysfunciJ..9ns of the Acculturative Process!\ ·- It is apparent that
the contact of White and Dakota cultures was . accmupanied by a large
variety of anxiety-arousing situations for the Indianso The acquired
drives of the Dakotas were not the basic pain avoding drives which
have motivated many native peoples to accept ·the. inevitable domination
of the conquerorso On the contrary~ Dakota culture inculcated in
individuals a desire to suffer for their _people in_order to guarantee
that the society would not be destroyed. The sad situation which the
Dakotas faced was that their traditional bravery under dangerous conditions did not eliminate the enemyi and in spite or their best efforts~
they were threatened by death.11 disease 1 .loss of home and livelihood.\)
and ultimate destruction of their whole manner of lifeo
Anxiety drives are very strong motives--to action; they demand
immediate relief. The Dakotas had the strongest possible incentives
to defend the old culture pattern. They successfully resisted the
White encroachments for a long time~ but they ·were _finally defeatedo
And then the destruction of the Dakota society proceeded pell-mello
The most effective programs that the Americans could use to subjugate
the Indians were those that destroyed the means of subsistence and the·
kinship groupings, and-.these were systematically carried out o The
result was a loss of life-meaning- for the Dakotas and the appearar1ce
of a variety of disorganization symptomso
·
Elirllination of Means of Subsistence.--The elimination of the
principal sour~e--;f Dakota food supply was accompanied by great anxiety
among the tribes. It was not merely that the . ~oss pf the buffalo would
result in hunger and s~arvation? but the rations offered them by the
Americans did not satisfy their·. acquired appe;~ites .for those foods that
1
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had been an integral part of their existenceo The rations issued by the
government were nutritionally a.dequateo But they were not psychologically
rewarding, and even under the stress of -hunger were sometimes refusedo
Elimination of the food supply may also result in new occupational demands
which cannot be met within olcl culture patterns. Thus.? in spite of all
kinds of governrnent pressures, men who had been warriors and hunters
could not change into farmers because of the occupational inhibitions
in the Indian cultureo The older Indians can remember the times before
the foreigners migrated into their land, killed the buffalo.? and plowed
the soili and while they can no longer revolt against the intruders,
they can dream·that tomorrow it will all be ·over ; the government agencies
will disappear, and the Supreme Court will restore to them their lands,
their buffaloes, and their gold--or at least pay for having taken themo
In the meantime, why worry about farming?
The Dakotas were fully aware of the intention of the frontiersmen
when they destroyed the buffaloeso One of their leaders dramatically
.· stated their awarenessol
It was not hard to see that the Wl ite people coveted every
inch of land on which we livedo Greed, human greed, wanted
the last bit of ground which supported Indian feeto It was
land--it has ever been land--for which the Hhite man oppresses
the Indian and to gain possession of which he commits any
crimeo Treaties that have been made have been but vain
attempts to save a little of the fatherland--treaties holy
to us by the smoke of the pipe--but nothing is holly to
the White rnan o Little by little, with greed and cruelty
unsurpassed by the animal, he has taken all. The loaf is
gone and now the White man wants the crumbs.
\fuite methods of exploiting the .natural resources of the continent were
.: completely out of joint with Dakota ideas of land useo Of those reserva-·
tions, lands which were supposed to belong to the Dakotas for all times,
two-thirds have been lost because theycould not adapt their culture and
e.conomy fast enough to White methods o 2
The loss of their mea~s of subsistence caused the Dakotas to hope
only for some sort of divine aid in their dilew:mao The government often
gave smaller rations of food than promised, and so:;netirnes the rations
were very pooro PJ_though they might turn down a ration of beef cattle,
because they were so few and so poor, after a while they had to take
them or starveo Black Elk summed it up~ 0 so we got more lies than
cattle, and we could not eat lies. 0 3
The Great Plains were highly respected and the earth was worshipped
for what it produced by the Dakotas o They beiieved that nthe earth was
bountiful, t; that they were ~·surrounded with the blessings of the great
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mysteryo 171 The old men of the Dakotas were amazed by the strange philosophy of the White man who nhews down the forest that has stood for . ·
centuries in its pride and grandeur, tears up the bosom of mother eartn,
and causes the silvery water courses to waste and vanish awayjn and
while he thus nruthlessly disfigures God 9 s own pictm·es and monuments,
he daubs a flat surface with many colorsi and praises his work as a
masterpiece o,;~

.

•

The history of the Great Plains has been a story of land ~.xploitation by the -Americans; and the Dakotas, living in the midst of this
areaj were unavoidably affectedo The bulk of the Dakota population
lives and functions in rural areas !I where even with the most efficient .
use of their land resourcesj the majority lack sufficient land to support
them adequatelyo- They hav~ managed, however, on a greatly diminished
life-base to matntain thems_e ives for several generationso :' This struggle
for survival on. very limited resources has been possible only because
elements of their old value· system, such as sharing and economic cooperation, have endured in spite of the difficult economic situation on
the reservationso The Dakotas have convincingly demonstrated the old,
all-important truth that the social heritage of a people will endure
even under the most adverse conditionso
·
Destruction of the Kinship Groupso--The key to the understanding
of Dakota social organization was thei'rsystem of .~i~ship groupso It
was through the extended family that parents and grandparents instilled
in their children the customs and values of ·Dakota lifeo This pattern
of learning could not be broken by defeat, subjugation!,) or reservations,
as long as the kinship community remained intacto ·This type of community organization exemplified in the tribal group of related
individuals was abhorrent to those who wished to destroy the old system
of Dakota valueso The government hit upon the idea of allotment of
land as a means of· d±ssolving the tribal association and thereby
substitute an individual statuso
The allotment system would thus
weaken or destroy the cooperating unit of tribal organizationo But
in so doing, the allotment advocates were also assailing the only
sound foundation upon which it was possible to rebuild a transformed
Dakota social and economic organizationo
The holding of lru:d under~~ allotment system was very confusing
to the older Dakotas o They observed that men Ca.IW3 with instruments
to survey the land, and on the basis of a few stakes · driven· into the
ground, moved them to new locationso A subsequent survey might cause
them to move again!I and changes in reservation boundaries might force
them to once again leave a piece of land where they were settled and
happyo One o§ the old Dakota chiefs complained of this treatment
to the agent.
Father, we are getting tired of this; we should like to
settle down and never move again!,) but before we pull down
our lodges I want to ask you a questiong °ti'lhen the Great
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Father puts boundaries .around an Indian reservatio·n why doesn9t
he take a range of, mountains or a .river which the Great Spirit
marks the country with and which riever moves? These stakes
that the White man puts up are all the time rotting away and :
when ·11e puts them back he never , puts them in the same placez . :'.,
they always move closer to the I1idian and cut off some of :- his
lando Where shall W3 move now, Father?
In the process of moving the tribal groupsj the social cohesion and
integration were likely to suffero
Settle:i:i.ent on family farms and dispersion of kinship groups did
not by any means completely change the Dakota mode of social b~ha.vior;
but it did weaken the pattern of authority and control in the tribal.
groupo The older people retained the vestiges of their traditional
ceremorties and customs, but the ultimate result was to destroy the
faith of their children in the old sanctions and beliefs
In changing
the · basis. of their economic and tribal organization, the momentum of
the old culture was preserved for a while through childhood training;
but eventually .the younger generation became 'dependent upon .government
rations and individual efforts in raising cattle, because the'old
f~ly pattern had been swept from under themo
Symptoms of Disorganization- -The contemporary Dakota Indian
on the resei...vation is confron.t ed :with the conflicting values of a dual
environment. · He lives partly in ·a disintegrating Indian society and
partly in a distinctly marginal .White societyo Neither of t hese ·
societies offers the Dakotas a value system which is sufficiently
challenging to gain his complete adherenceo He is faced, then, with
problems of social adjustment which he frequently lacks the training
to solveo The resultmit personal disorganization of his life is a
product of his transition from Indian to White society~ and in collective form this disorganization is regarded as the major problem
of the contemporary Dakota societyo This problem of social disorganization is dra1natized by symptoms such as povertyp broken families,
alcoholisr.1, and crime o Actually, these symptoms are found ainong
many groups in American society which are undergoing the transition
from one culture system to 8nother and experiencing the demoralizing
effects of commercia1ismo Obviously, the symptoms are not the real
cause of the illness; they are merely the surface manifestation of
the· unsolved conflicts in values which are found among marginal
peoples undergoing a period of cultural transitiono
Q!l(f type of effort to solve a value conflict upon the part of
a minority person is to makeeveryeffort to identify himself with _
the dominant groupo He may attempt to acquire the supe~ficial syr.1bols
of economic success or hasten to embrace the obvious values in Christianity as a means of gaining social prestige in the dominant societyo
In the case of the Dakota youth, this tendency to imitate the more
powerful vfl1ites instead of their elders leads .to a decline in the
authority of their parents over them. Torn loose from t heir old
foundations of security in the Indi.2n farnily, they suffer from
anxiety abot.t their acceptan(!S and security in White society a
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Seeking for acceptance in the dominant group may be only temporarily rewarding to Dakota youtho Barriers of languagel? dresss and
custom may be difficult for. them to overcome.11 and they may find that
their efforts meet with punisbJnont rather t han re:wardo They may find
themselves the ?ubject of r idicule and invidious comparisons and
usually they will lack t he privileges accorded·to members of the
dominant groupo In some casess their reaction, as a way out of confusion and frustration.11 is a return to their native society where
they attempt to revive and perpetuate their original cultural valueso

.

..

During this transition period of civilizations there is great
suffering among the people attempting to ·'change their pattern of livingo
The catastrophe of disorganization is apparent under the best of conditionso The Dakotas.11 in additions found that conditions off the
reservation were laden with discriminatory practices and stereotyped
thinking toward Indians which greatly impeded their progress toward
adjustmento It is not surprising.9 then.11 that so many of them showed
symptoms of personal disorganization; but it is equally amazing that
some of them have managed to d6velop sound adjustments and well
integrated personalities, despite all the handicaps of _their way of
lifeo
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IXo

PROBLEMS · OF ACC UL'i'URJ~TIOI'J

The process of acculturation is sometimes accompanied by unstabl3
conditions in the changing cultureo · These ·instabilities are usually
calle~ problemsj but in a sense they are not really problems requiring
a specific solutiono Instead they are a set of conditions which are
defined as a problem by people who cannot understand the changes which
are taking place. There is no real problem for those who understand
and accept the changes taking place in Dakota societyi it is the
outsiderj looking in, who defines the changing .conditioP-s in Dakota
society as a set of problemso
The cultu~e of any group of people has certain areas of major
emphasis where the changes occuro The most commonly accepted cultural
areas are family, economic system, political system1 education, religionj
health and welfareo It is possible for purposes of analysis to separat-:~
these major cultural areas and examine the changes which are taking
place in each area, realizing all the time that these changes a.re all
related to each othero Thus in describing the 1problems 0 or changing
conditions in Dakota society this division will be usedo
Family Prob1em~--It is first necessary to describe the organi~ation of the Dakota family, which goes back many generations, before the
current changes in family structure can be understoodo An excellent
analysis of the Dakota family has been presented in Ella Deloria?s book,
Speaking of Indians, and the treatment in this source is more detailed
than can be presented in this pamphleto It is possible, however, to
review some of the main culture traits of the early Dakota family that
have been described in Professor Deloria?s worko
The basic social unit in D3kota society was the tiyospaye, an
extended family grouping madG up of individual biological families
and held together by blood tieso Perhaps ten to twenty related
families made up this small band or tiyospa.yeo At the head of a
band was usually an elderly man of ability, dignity, and prestige
who was able to gain the loyalty of all ba.nd mem'!:)erso Since relationships were calculated to much more distant relatives than 1vould
be the case in the American family, it was possible for the individual
famil~es to associate themselves with a number of different bandsi
and if dissatisfied in one, they could join anothero At certain times
for celebrat ions and iio.portant events, a number of these bands camped
together as a tribe, and related bands frequently carried on in common
such activities as huntingo
The kinship pattern expressed through the tiyospaye was the
basic organization of Dakota societyo This pattern provided a
system of family relationships upon which practically everything
else depended. As long as a man had relatives, he could count on
their cooperation and help; witho~t relatives, he was completely
destitute. The regulation of social relations depended solely on
a specialized set of attitudes and code of behavior clearly defined
in the kinship patterno A man simply was not humanized unless he
carried out to the letter all the rules of civility~ good manners,
and responsibility iio.posed by the kinship patterno It is difficult
for the modern individualist to understand how bindir..g kinship
s ,:?;ictior..s were 0 :1 the Dakotas o It was the vrilliiigness to s::i... . :: i:::':1-c3 :_)
fi.r_;h t l> and die for his people that m3..de a Dakota -i-r=l.rrior ,ereatc
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The kinship relationships in Dakota society were extremely complexo
The Dakota youth!) in addition to his biological father and mother!) had
a close relationship with a number of other adults whom he also accepted
as father and mothero These secondary parents included all the brothers
of his father and the sisters of his mothero ·The male cousins of his
father were also •7fathers, n just as the female cousins of his mother
were ,;motherso 0 But!) on the other hand!) his mother 9 s brothers and male
cousins were considered uncles!) while his father 9 s sisters and female
cousins were considered auntso This meant that when his blood relatives
married, all their new relatives becarne his relatives tooo Thus in the
extended family group there was always an older group, the fathers!)
mothers, uncles and aunts as the core of the group, and a younger group
composed of brothers, s'isters, and cousinso Kinship ties are assiduously traced and remembered, and no matter how distant a relative might
seem, he would be claimed by the Dakotaso
Social activities within the kinship organization were based on
various forms of respect expressed in family group relationshipso
Respect was shown by the use of kinship terms of address, including the
proper attitude and beha":7"ior prescribed by kinshipol

.

As you said 97 Uncle·r -- or i 1Father 1 or nBrother" -- in either
address or reference, you must immediately ·control your
thinking of µJ.m; you must assume the correct ,mental attitude
due the particular relative addressed and you must express
that attitude in its fitting outward behavior and mien!)
according tq the accepted conventiono Thus, term, attitude,
behavior~ in the correct combinations, were what every
member of so~iety must learn and observe undeviatinglyo
They were standard and inexorable; they had always beeno
One simply wa.s born into their rule and conformed to
them invariably as a matter ·of courseo The more correctly he could do this, whatever the personal sacrifice
involved at times, the better member of the group ~e
was, the better his standing as a Dakota, the higher
his prestige as a persono
Respect was also shown in affection and loyalty toward blood brothers~ ·
and such respect was heightened by filial devotion to parents, their
brothers and sisters, and grandparentso
There was no f ormal entry into or departure from the extended
family groupo If a newcomer appeared in a band, and it was not known
how he should be placed in the kinsbip · system, the bund treated him
kindly until they could establish tbrough some mutual relative his
place in the new groupo The person coming into the group then
assumed the proper attitude and behavior that were associated with
his kinship relationshipso
Social pressure made members of the extended fat-nily group
aware that their behavior reflected on the group 7 s prestigeo Since
all members shared equally in any Pre stige gained by the group~
willingness to cooperate was more important than the amount of help
given; and unless an individual was perverse or handicapped, he
would do nothing that might detract from the prestige of the kinship
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bando If someone did commit an act which harmed such a close-knit
group, he was immediately in the public eye, and his relatives could
only ma~e excuses for him, that he was under an evil spell or that
he didn 9 t know what he was doing, in order to maintain the status
of their groupo The offending individual was constantly reminded
that no Dal ota existed except as a member of the kinship group,
that his actions must never bring sadness to his relatives who
deserved only the greatest respect and considerationo
The biological family unit was usually not very large, for
even with plural wives the number of children was small due to high
infant mortality and voluntary spacing of child-births. But it did
not matter if· one did not have many biological brothers and sisters,
because in each camp circle the family was surrounded _by related
families in a unifying ring o It was common for the older people .
to live in their own tipi near their children who were married, ±n
case they needed help themselves or could offer help to otherso Two
biological families might live toge t her in a time of emergency, but
no matter how poor a family might be, it was more· ·d esirable for
young couples to have a shelter of their owno In the biological
family, the same respect ·relationships·were maintained as in the extended family, and each member 9 s nsocial standing is rated by the nicety
with which one guages the proper nuance to different persons within the
s ame ca~egory~ observing the proper degree of duties, avoidances, respest ,
and jokmgoVll
The tiyospaye operated as a unit in almost all social activities;
the men hunted together; the women worked together~ and the children
played togethero This cooperation was only natural because all members
were closely related and were included in the family circleo Cooperation
among those related by blood was the basis of their family organi~ation
and was essential to the group and the individual in the attainment of
prestigeo Competition and conflict were almost completely muted by the
rules, rights, duties,and responsibilities required of the members in
the extended family groupo
Family Security--The social and psychological security of the
traditional Dakota kinship group offered members a degree of personal
freedom unmatched in most mode rn families of differing . cultureso Each
individual was valued and protected simply because he· wr:1.s relate_d to
the group, and there was always the satisfaction that the sources of
his security were multiple--fanri.ly, kinship, and tribalo If any
failed, securi~y was still provided by the otherso It was a family
system that offered the maximum of unconditional and unsolicited
affection to the individualo
The only possible way to destroy the kinship system was to
break up these family groups and force the Dakotas to deny their
grouphoodo It did not take the White Americans long to attempt this
destructiono General Miles suggested that the Dakotas could best be
controlled on the reservations if every effort was made to break up
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the kinship bands o He wrote 51 iiBy this means the Indians will be come
independent of their tribal relations 51 and will not be found congregated
in the large and unsightly camps that are now usually met with about
their agehcies o i,l Many of the government agents agreed with thi.s policy 51
but they were a little too optimistic about changing the tradi·1.. J.. n.3.l
family patterno
The attraction of family is not easily erased from the J:·;.~_ian nature
after centuries of close and rewarding tiyospaye life. Even t u'·-~;:- JU;!_":. iW
young Dakotas who do not feel at home in general Am.ericax1 so ,:~=.. :_·.:r r0t urn
to the security of the reservation familyo Admittedly, ral ch c l ~-he
security of earlier times has been lost., but there is still e:· .:.·:;_~h of
it left so that they can _feel more comfortable in the gro ps ( +11~ ir ovn
society than in an impersonal 51 often hostile society includi ·J.& very
few groups ih whjch they can hope for acceptanceo
1
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The degree of stability still retained in the Dakot'a family on thB
reservat~o_n :.s -largely dependent upon the assumption of the responsibility
for its direction ands pport by the mothero The mother?s role did not ·
suffer as ~uch as that of the males by the destruction of the hunting
and fighting cultureo The hunt and the raid were menis activities, and .
while the hunters and warriors Jost their reason for being, the duties _
of mother and housewife continued and were even increased by the isola.:..
tion .of the household on the family allotmento The Dakota women had
always shared equally with the men the joys and sorrows of tribal
livingo Although their duties were 'different from those of the men.?
they were equally irnportant to the continuation of the family groupo
The Dakota female exerted the chief influence in the internal affairs
of the family, but she did not interfere in the activities reserved
for the men outside of the householdo It was desirable that s~e
possess dignity, skill., physical endurance, modesty 51 and spiritual
insighto This type of woman was certainly well suited to -the task
of holding a family group together when the ruins of the old way
of life ca.me tumbling down about her family o
The Dakotas resisted the changes in their family system which
the government attempted to force upon themo This resistance is well
illustrated in the following quotation from Charles A. Eastman~2
I was directed not to recognize a plurality of wives 51 such as
still existed among a few of -the older meno Old White Bull was
a fine example of the old type, and I well remember his answer
when I reluctantly informed him that each man must choose one
wife who should bear his name o ;'What!.,. he exclairned; nthese
two women are sisters., both of whom have been my wives for ov~~
half a centuryo I know the way of the White mani he takes
women unknown to each other and to his lawo These two have
been faithful to me and I have been faithf·l to themo Their
children are my children and their grandchildren are mineo
We are now living together as brother and sisterso All the
people know that we have been µappy together, and nothing
but death can separate us on
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Yet the unity and security of the Dakota family was bound to bend und6r
the influence of White pressure, and although the ti_xospa~ camp circle
has been broken and as~ociations within the extended family are less
frequent and intensive, there are still a few members of the extended
family close by who can be depended upon in times of distresso
Some of the kinship terminology has been retained among families
still speaking the Siouan tongue, and some of the roles of family
relationship are still played by members of an extended family living
in the same neighborhoodo The influence of grandparents is often
vital in ·adherence to the kinship observances among the Dakota youth
who might otherwise be lax in their behavioro It is likely that the
old courtship and marriage customs are not enforced, because it is
impossib~e for the adults to conduct the severechaperonage and to
enforce the male-female avoidances typical of an earlier dayo Friendships formed. in schools and neighborhoods overcome the former courtship pattern and permit practically free, individual mate selectiono 1
Marriages are now made with little or no family sanction or
~ymbolic expression of contract between the two families or
the two persons involvedo Formerly the man-made gifts to the
girl'ls parents, and his fatheris sisters and motherVs brothers 9
wives equipped the new tepee of the couple with the necessary
furnishingso Marriages of social .importance were celebrated
with an elaborate feast and religious performanceo Today,
the couple_ are married by a local missionary or a justice
of the peace outside the reservationo The couple are more
likely to announce that they are going to be married than
to ask permission, and the man makes no gift payrnento
The free choice of mates outside the family often conflicts with the
kinship attitudes of the young Dakota 9 s extended family, and he may
therefore be confused by the necessity to abide by both social codeso
"When a family first received their land under the allotment
system, the members usually selected adjoining lando It was not
uncommon for members of the original bands to receive allotments
along the same creek, enabling the descendants of the bands to maintain community groupingso Although in these communities the families
can still trace their relationship to a common band, in each new
generation the individual family gains in importance as the common
relationship becomes weaker and less meaningfulo Moreover, many
of the functions performed by the extended family in the past, such
as caring for the destitute, insane, feebleminded, and delinquent,
have been taken over by other agencies on the reservationo The
tiyospaye is disappearing from Dakota life with the expected
result of reducing the security available through the fa.1nily systemo
Hospit_~lity--In addition to providing security, the Dakota
tiyospaye operated as an agency of hospitality and sharingo Just
as all tasks were performed by everyone in accordance with his
ability in order to promote the common good of the extended family,
so, likewise, all food was sharedo But this did not mean that all
goods were pooled to be shared alikeo As long as the material was
in a person 9 s possession, it was his sole right to give it away
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or keep it for himselfo However.11 his kinship responsibilities might
impel him to surrender it willingly to a relative who was m need or
to whom he owed special devotion or protectiono 0 It made him ready
and happy at all times to give up an:vt~}EE. whenever a situation
developed challenging him to rise to his full stature as a relativeo"l
The kinship bands were not made up of a static membership, since
individuals might leave the group in which they were born and join some
other group for a tL~eo Thus while membarship was a matter of birth,
residence was ·a matter of choiceo General gatherings or encampments
might bring several bands together.11 and at this time hospitality reached
its highest developmento It ·was a time of celebrationo visiting~ exchange
of news, and general good time.11 and relatives vied with one another in
giving gifts and sharing their material goodso It was a form of group
hospitality. Just as a man could expect hospitality when he went to
reside for a time with a band other than the one in which he was raise d
so.11 also, when kinship groups were together the same hospitality was
given to all members of the other bando
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The patterns of hospitality among the Indians on the reservatioI'
today still exist, but in a quite different formo In place of the feas ts
and gift-giving on such occasions as a son 9 s first kill or a child 9 s
ear piercing, property is given away at funerals, weddings, and other
social occasionso An illustration of the continuation of the hospitality ' pattern is the annual Fourth of July celebration, which in some
measure has replaced the Sun Dance as a time to get together and share
money and goods collected during the year with the poorer members of
the group. · The main difficulty encountered today in extending the
traditional- hospitality is that families who have accumulated material
wealth are taken advantage of by destitute relatiYes who have no means
of repaying the·· hospitalityo
The conflict invalues of the old and new cultures caused by pressures to accwm1late and share material wealth is apparent in the individm,.l
who tries to save. If he continually refuses to give away his property.,
he may be pract,ically forced off the reservation, or 1 which· can be equaJ. .!..:r
bad for him, he will lose his prestige in the kinship groupo The changing
attit-..ides toward property are creating adjustment problems for those
who reject the generosity pattern., while those who share with their
relatives are taken advantage of and are unable to fit into the accepted
pattern of wealth accumulation in White American societyo
Socialization of Children...--Not only in their hospitality pattern
did the kinship group function as a unito Care of children was an
extended frunily responsibility, and any woman could go away ·to visit
another band with the assurance that her ,;sisters" and other relatives
would see to it that the child did not go hungry or stray off ·or was not
abusedo It was not necessary to have anyone promise to look after the
child, because the relative 9 s kinship responsibilities in this respect
were simply taken for granted. Even if his biological mother was at horn-:-: ,
the Dakota child still had this multiple protectiono At an early age,
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he had contact with a -great number. of relatives who felt responsible for
him; he never had to face the bewilderment of meeting an unpredictable
stranger--he was born into a tiyospayeo
Children very rapidly learned their social duties, since they were
in constant contact with relatives who were conditioning them by example
and suggestiono Even in learning to speak, the child9s first words and
sentences were kinship obligatory termso The training was reinforced by
the warm and loving attention given the child by a large number of parentso
The small child was pern1itted allnost complete indulgence, thus developing
in him an affectionate loyalty toward his parentso Rewards were used to
encou1"'age the child 'from an early age to accept responsibility for his
own actions and to cooperate in family activitieso
Other relatives were as important in the socialization of the child
as the biological and secondary parents, and the first things the child
learned were the proper term of address and behavior expected for each
of these relativeso The grandparents, for example, practiced warmth,
ease, and indulgence in their relations with their grandchildren to the
greatest possible degreeo It was not possible for a grandfather to refuse
any request made of him, and so the grandchild had to learn not to impose
too greatly on his grandfather 9 s generosityo Thus each child obtained
from the combined teaching of his relatives a well-rounded training whi.cb
enabled hi.L1 to take his place in adult societyo A boy was taught how to
meet emergencies and to protect himself by his uncles; and he was taught
to be brave by his elder brothers and cousinso
The . training of Dakota youth included the mastery of many skills o
A boy was expected in his teens to be able to shoot with bow and arrow
and to break and ride horses o By this time, 7he has heard old men tell
of their deeds of prowess, he has been taught the meaning of the various
insignia with which a man decorates himself, he has seen young warriors
come home leading horses and carrying scalps, and he has seen how their
bravery brought joy to all their ldnou In addition, he has been honored
by his uncles? giving him horses, but he has seen that only those young
men who have stolen horses can honorably pur~hase a wife~n and nhis
elder brothers have taught him how to court a girloi 1 When the time came
for him to seek a vision, he was ··taught and prepared either by an elder
cousin or by a man with important supernatural power." This was also
the time of traf1ing in the art of warfare, even if he failed to achie~e
spirit control.
The Dakotas were never cruel to their children, and any parent who
harmed his 01m child would have been considered crazy o Therefore, when
the Dakotas first observed White child-rearing practices, they .were
shocked at the ill-treatment and corporal punishment used in training
White childr.e n 1o They also observed White parents npunish their ovm
children by pulling their ears until they cried 9 fp and therefore, ~;when
a Sioux called the White man Flop Ears, it was no mere derisive nickname;
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it suggested that dark cruelty of which no decent Indian parent was
ever guilty o nl Attempts were made by the government agencies during
the early reservation period to change Dakota ideas of child training
to conform to the White patterno Indian mothers were actually given
rules to follow for the nursing of infants, along with the peculiar
threat that food would be withheld if they failed to conformo In spite
of this coercion, it can be assumed that the mothers followed their
v;spoiling 7• customs when not under the watchful eye of health and other
authoritieso
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Dakota parents still display a strong affection for their children
and in turn the children usually show great filial devotiono This
affection would also be extended to other relatives~ for it is likely that
the youth was not raised in only one biological familyo As the families
on the reservations today have less .stability than formerly, the child
may be shifted from home to home, but this does not have the bad effects
expected in 1rJhite societyo Relatives are happy to care for the child,
and today if a child deliberately leaves the home of his parents, or that
of a relative, his action is publicly recognized as a reflection upon
those who probably failed to provide the attention and affection to
which the child was entitledo
Veneration of the Aged--In the old Dakota culture ·a man gained in
respect as he -got older, particularly if he could remind the younger men
of many brave feats which he has performed in war and on the hunto A
younger man also spoke with respect for his elders:, and the veneration
of the aged would never permit a young man to contradict or argue with
an old mano The grandfathers were esteemed by the youth as wise men
who, because of their vast experience and knowledge of the best ways,
should be consulted before a hunting or fighting party set out, and
young men were likely to submit to their injunctions with alacrityo
The grand.lnother was also highly respected, because she remained
gentle and uncomplaining toward the younger generationso She frequently
took much of the burdensome work off a daughter who was raising a familyo
She was careful to see that the children were properly reared and helped
in their early childhood trainingo If she admonished the childra1; she
simplY said, ••See, nobody does so,n meaning» i•You must not, eithero 11
In Dakota .society this mild admonishment was usually sufficient to
deter the children:, because they had great respect for -their grandparentso2
But the changes which have taken place in the Dakota culture in
recent years have in some degree undermined the traditional veneration
of grandparentso The grandfather still attempts to function as a
counselor to the youth, but he no longer has his former prestige because
he has not been able to participate in the activities by which the men
in the past used to gain prestige, and he has not been able to keep up
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with the changes going on in Dakota societyo The grandmother is still
the person to whom the child turns in times· of need or crisis, but her
generosity and kindness are often abused by young people todayo It is
not unusual for divorced couples to send their children to live with
heri or even though a young man is old enough to support himself, he
will visit his grandparents for long periods of time, contribute
nothing to the household, eat the old personVs rations and spend her
assistance checko
Broken Families--The old Dakotas did not take the marriage vows
lightly, in spite of their simplicity and directnesso Although the
marriage ceremony was a matter of giving gifts such as ponies, saddles,
or buffalo robes to the bride 9 s family, usually involving little formal
ceremony, the marriage ties were sufficiently binding and influential in
a small band so that broken families were very uncommono However, if
conflict did develop in the biological family, the solution was to leave
before the tension became unbearableo Not only could the wife return to
her family band, children could at times decide to live for a time in
another band or with grandparents, or whole families might leave the
kinship group if it seemed wise to avoid an uncomfortable situationo
The tendency to break marital ties has been g~eatly accelerated
by contact with American lifeo Unsatisfactory domestic relations are
commonplace on the reservationso The biggest domestic problem is lack
of income, and the wife is in no position to exert pressure on her
husband to earn more while the husband never suggests that the available funds be more wisely expendedo Husband and wife take little
responsibility for each other 9 s actions, and distrust between the
married couple is net at all unusualo In this kind of economic and
domestic situation, application of the old cultural tradition of
avoiding tension as a means of adjustment results in frequent temporary and permanent separationso Another factor which may increase
tension in the contemporary Dakota family is the presence of relatives
in the household, although this is not nearly as important as a cause
of trouble because of the kinship and hospitality patterns previously
describedo The effect of overcrowded Dakota households is not nearly
so demoralizing as congested living in a modern city, but the strain
under which kinship obligations are now functioning suggests that
this problem may loom larger in the futureo
Economic Problems--The buffalo hunting economy of the Plains
Indians was so appealing to aboriginal peoples that it rapidly spread
throughout the American continento The hunting pattern of the Teton
Dakotas was sirflilar to that of other Plains Indians except that they
emphasized group cooperation to a greater extent than any other tribeo
It was especially the case when the buffalo were scarce that cooperation
between tribal groups was vital to successo The bands hunted individually, but every effort was made to distribute the kill among the family
groupso If a large herd was encountered by one bandi they killed only ·
what they could use and then passed the rest along to the nearest bando
Large encampments of Dakotas were made only for celebrations or protection 9
because there were never enough buffalo in any area to support more
than a minimum number of bandso As the bands moved about, however,
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they followed a pattern, generally camping and hunting in the same region
during the same seasono In this way, they did not interfere with the
hunting of neighboring bands and could more accurately guage the available feed supply.
The acquisition of horses by the Plains Indian contributed greatly
to the prosperity and freedom of the buffalo hunting economyo Prior to
the introduction of horses, the Dakota Indians had to laboriously stalk
the buffalo on foot, the meat had to be carried in packs on their backs,
traveling was limited, and there were frequent periods of insufficient
foodo ,Once they began to obtain horses, however, the warrior and his
family could hunt the buffalo with greater ease and success. Horses
were the only things regarded as personal property in the Dakota tribeso
Warriors were willing to risk their lives to obtain a horse as a prize
in battle or as a reward for risld.ng their lives to steal the animal
from another tribeo
. · Since a young man could not inherit horses from his father, because
a person 9 s property was distributed outside the immediate family when he
died, running off the horses of an enemy was the honorable way _for a young
man to make his start in lifeol The members of a successful horsestealing
expedition were greeted upon their return with great demonstrations, and
the participants were 11regarded as heroes and brave warriors oi, When the
whole camp had gathered around the camp fire to welcome the returned
warriors, they related nthe history of their expedition, each giving
his individual experience and adventures to attentive listenersoH2
The available food was utilized to promote the welfare of the g~oupf
and was not considered as personal property to be hoarded or sold dearlyo
In fact, food was freely given to anyone who visited a Dakota campo W'nen
the first White men visited the Dakota villages, they were given the best
available food and were not expected to payo Naturally, when the Dakotas
went to vis it the White man.9 s villages, they expected this courtesy to be
returnedo Instead, however, they were expected to pay when they asked
for something which they believed should have been freely and generously
offered to them in the first placeo Therefore, they could not help
believing the owner of the goods to be ungenerous.
The Dakota attitude was such that goods and possessions were of no
great valueo Property did not influence social position in the tribe
unless it was used as a gift to honor someone. Accumulation of goods
and long-continued possession of material things were suspecto Prestige
attached to property was not in the good itself, but in the way the
possessions were presented as an honor in an informal naming ceremony
or a highly formalized, conspicuous Sun Dance celebration. Property is
extremely uniL1portant to the Dakota when compared with human relationso
But if it could be used to improve or solidify human relations, property
achieved jmportance. A young man might have his gift of a horse to his
bride 9 s father supplemented by several of his uncle 9 s horses in order
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that their family could make a good impressiono But it ~s not t~~ ··'.: ·
amount _of the gift, it was ~hy. cooperationp expressed through sharing of
possessions, which ,gc!,ve
?un~ly ; pr~st'ige and respectability o : .
Land Resources--Early commerical ~ontact with the Whites p~ced
little strain on the land resources of the Great Plains~ but l~ter the
settl~rs were' anxious to convert the Indians to ~gricultureo Captain
Meriwether Lewis reported his observations. on this matterol .
oooowith what consistency of precept with practice can we say
to the Indians whom we wish to civilize, that agriculture and
the arts -are more productive of ease, wealth, and comfort -t ~~n
the occupation of hunting, while they see distributed ·o"(.r0r t he~~ :·
forests a number of White me·n engaged in the very occL'.:;--:-..·~,i.on
·
which our doctrine would teach them . to abandon.a Umk~-- st:ch
circumstances . it · cannot be consid~r~d.. -i rrational in the Indians
to conclude that·.
recommertdat1on~ to agric~ture are .
interested, and flow . from a- wish on our part to .g .erive ·the
whole em~lument arising from ·the ·p eltries and f1Jr·s of their
country, by taking them ·to _o urselveso
.
. '; .

our

1

There was ·a basi·c ·difference··between the· Dakota·s . -~~ d the 'trJhites
in their attitude toward the use of land. ·resou'rce.s.- ·-The Dakota..$~·/ :·_·.
believing that ;;mother l earth gave birth and sustained life for air
living creatures, loved and revered the eartho The people were . the~efore kin to all other Jiving things, all' possessing eq{i.-cJ..l ~ights ·~; T~e
Caucasian philosophy P on the other hand;· was that m,an is superior .t o· ··
the natur-al ordero Thirigs of the earth were earthl~ -:-belittJ~d . and ..
despised--to be heartL:3ssly destroyed in .order.: to . promote man 9 ~ ._right·
to liveo This difference in attitude caused much mis1mderstan'ding_ between Indian and White o The Dr1l:rJtas ac,:;used the im"aders of
.
indiscriminately hewing down the forests$ e:;.-t.r~~riii.natbg tl:e bi1ffa.lo,'
killing the beaver and dyna.111:l Li1_1g his wond0:r-fully cor!etructwi c.ams,
nallowing flood waters to wreak further havoc~n and silencing nt.he
very birds of the air o,72
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The wanton waste of natural · resources and callous .. indifference
towa:rd -1:,he land shown by mc, 3i_. i;l:~-~te settlers c :.1.1. 3Gd real resen,tment
arnr:,nr; the Dakotas o Ths~v· 1.c,li;-.:s{t '\fYm the s et-:.}1:~·:·.::: as usurperf?· ·9f ·their ;
co·, ,·.:.-..:~" r ~sponsible fc.-~· c:. ;:!_:' :J/::·;6 them on rf;:-:-:··):·"'t.-:-.tJ.onp with insuffic:~::~·-.--'.· :, -~ <: ~-~1i.rG 3 e,:1d J.t •>"':.!.'.:! -:-:;~ ~-: (10 o '11:us the I~1-liai1S were forced to ..
ta).~·3 11:J '. !,~_r i(!uJ·::,,L'G =· ('. -_,._r! ~ -:- h -;_~b:c.;)r W'3re unsk'.llGdo They 'had to give
up 1r:~-~~- --~i _ii:e act:~·-r.· t-i~;~: c.r (!. ·.1:.0 r~j-1a::;e to depend upon uncertain c:-cops ·
whicl1 th.cir honeat labor could not always provide on inadeqaate land
resources.
0

Today the major reservation problem is lpw income resulting from
this lack of resom:ces o Agriculture provides .less than thirty percent
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of all income received by the Pine Ridge Indians. About twenty percent
of their income comes from non-agricultural employment, and over fifty
percent comes from government sources, including wages and federal and
state relief. It is quite clear that the available land can never
possibly provide enough to support these Indians even at their present
low standard of livingol
Working Skills--The male skills of the Dakota culture were hunting
and fighting. Hunting was the routine method by which the warrior provided his family with food; and fighting ~ms his sport, the field in
which he could gain the attention of his fellow men. Even hunting called
for a more warlike and aggressive behavior than sedentary farming, an
occupation which, when compared with their former activities~ appealed
little to them and thrilled them lesso
It was reported that Red Cloud said: 2
Father, the Great Spirit did not make us to work. He made us to
hunt and fish. He gave us the great prairies and hills and
covered them with buffalo, deer, and antelope . He filled the
rivers and streams with fish. The White man can work if he
wants to, but the Great Spirit did not· make us to work. The
White man owes us a living for the lands he has taken from us.
Because this attitude conflicted with the traditional desirability
of working with the soil on the American frontier, the Indians were
called 1lazy.n Actually hard work in hunting or fighting was welcomed
by the Dakotas; they simply preferred their tribal ways to the work
skill required in settled agricultureo
For a brief time in the early years, there was some success on
the reservations in teaching warriors to take care of herds and flocks,
but even the life of the rancher and cowboy was not sufficiently dramatic
and varied to erase the old ways from the minds of the Dakotas. For
the youth there was little instruction in agriculture . to prepare hjm
for farming, and his life was therefore practically devoid of any goals:
'iHe could hope neither for glory in Plains Indian type of warfare, nor
for success in terms of the American scale of values. 0 3 What is described as 0 Indian shiftlessnessn is largely a lack of any appealing
goal.
Even if a Dakota had training and developed new work skills, there
was no guarantee that he could become a financial success. This point is
illustrated in the following story of a Dakota youth.4
1H. D. McCullough, Economy of the Pine Ridge Reservation, p. 809.
2McGillycuddy 1
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He got his ;;Sioux benefit ' and spent it all on a course in
auto mechanics, for that was his bento He was sometimes
homesick in the distant city where he trained, but he did
not go home till he finishedo Then he set up a little shop
back of his homeo People brought work to him, though some
came without any money to pay for the work. But he was
related to them alL He would not dreanof saying, nshow
me first your money," but went ahead and did their worko
Some paid; others, who were obviously -too poor, he told
not to bother. This was what a Dakota relative should doo
Money Economy--To understand the economic values of the Dakotas,
it is necessary to realize that money and ·ambition were insignificant
in comparison with a dream, a cloud in the sky, or change in the windo
Symbolic events and experiences could challenge their deepest thoughts,
but material possessions in themselves meant nothing to themo A few
of the older Dakotas realized that these economic values could not
survive in a society dominated by a money economyo Charles Eastn1an 9 s
father said to hi.I that the old ways were best in the Dakota societyo 1
11
But here is cl: race which has learned to weigh and measure everything,
time and labor and the results of labor, and has learned to accumulate
and preserve both wealth and the records of experience for future
generations on
The incompatibility of the two ways of economic life are easily
observable in the old Dakota who shares his money with friends and
relatives until he needs further assistanceo According to Dakota values,
he has gained in prestige in the eyes of his group for his generosity
and hospitality; but according to American economic values, he has
failed to manage his money properlyo
There is often a stigma attached to the accumulation of wealth
among Indian families on the reservationo The status of the family may
be expressed in the phrase, nThey have moneyou This remark is a condemnation of a family that does not conform to the Dakota values. Accunrulation of property is therefore a basis for social ostracism.
The economic teachings which Indian children receive at home are
often directly contradictory to the precepts heeded by Horatio Alger for
participation in a dollar civilizationo Individuals who might wish to
compete economically are frequently subject to intangible ridicule~ and,
anyway, their economic ambitions are invariably defeated by their loyalty
to their farnily groupo Professor Deloria presents a good illustration of
the problem: 2
Here is a man, a Hampton graduateo He comes home with some
advanced ideaso He has had a simple course in business.
He decides to try his wingso He buys out the local trader
and starts ino He would do all right, perhaps, if he were
in another commu.nityo But now his uncle comes, asking for
credit, 0 Of courseou And he even adds, remembering his
uncle 9 s great regard for his mother who is now dead, "13ut,
Uncle, you need never payo 0
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The thinldng of the Dakotas about monetary matter is even apparent
in their languageo The customary way to say "I bought thisn is HI took
this on The ideas of •1he sold it to me JI v; v he gave it to me JI 1i and ur paid
himJl 17 the Dakota language expresses simply as nr gave himon Exchanging
items of equal worth between relatives is an idea that they could not
understand o1
But private property in land is taking on new m~aning to the
Dakotas since the rental and sale of allotments have been made possibleo
At their present stage of acculturationJJ money obtained by leasing or
selling the land means obtaining cash with little effort, but then the
real value of the land to an agricultural economy is not realizedo In
like manner, the position of the wage-worker is better than the farmer 9 s
because cash is not considered property in quite the same sense as goods
and therefore not subject -to the rules of hospitalityo The wage earner
can also hide his money and appear poorJI while foQd and objects are
always apparent to relatives with whom sharing is expectedo Spending
money is approved, so the wage-worker is in a better position to live
a life of some luxury by spending the money on himself as long as he
does not accumulate material possessionso
There has been some improvement in qealing with the money economy
among those families on the reservation who have had some success as
farmers or rancherso The -government policy of dealing with families as
an economic unit has caused some changes in attitudes and values, and
naturally some economic customs of the dominant society are bound to
find acceptance in a limited number of caseso But the great majority
are still confused about the money economyJJ and their adjustments to it
are more suitable to a noncompetitive society than to our modernJJ highly
competitive economic systemo
Gift-giving--It is evident that possession. of property had no
prestige value in the Dakota cultureo But to publicly express love and
respect for others by giving them property or giving it away in their
name--that was the highest expression of cooperation in the extended
familyo Gift-giving was not a direct exchangeJJ but there was always
giving and receiving among all members of the kinship group so that
no one person was likely to suffer hardshipo Gifts were given on all
ceremonial occasionsJJ including those occasions when relatives mourned
a lost brave or when they rejoiced over the tri umph of a warrior o As a
matter of factJJ any time it was appropriate to help a neighbor or honor
a relative was considered a gift-giving occasiono
These people were understandably confused when they found that
wealthy White visitors refused to show them the same generosity.
Yankee thrift and sharp practices could only be abhorrent to the Teton
Dakotaso They concluded that the White strangers were stingy and
inhospitableo

1south Dakota Department of Public Instruction and South Dakota
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The feasts and ngive.:..aways 0 are still carried out by the reservation
Dakotas whether or not they can afford ito To ignore the death of a
relative and to fail to give gifts at that time caused such criticism
that mourners feel obligated to conform to the old customso Whatever
social cohesion still exists among the kinship group depends upon the ideal
of generosityo It is not surprising that individual families find it
difficult to reject this custom which prevents -their accumulation of
material goodso The practice may be somewhat mitiga~ed by the realization that most families have limited resources badly needed for their
immediate requirementso But on the other ha.rid, it is not uncommon for
a family to visit relatives and depend upon their hospitality no matter
what the drain on the budget might be o
The old moral values of the Dakotas were based on respect, loyalty,
and duties to other members of the extended family groupo It was the
moral obligation of the individual to cooperate, be generous, and promote
the family interests by every means at his commando In an economic
system based on highly valued material possessions, these moral principles
are partially obstructed by the desire to promote individual economic
interests. Again the youthful Dakota finds himself in an untenable
position between the old moral obligations and the new material culture.
Political Problems--The close kinship ties of the Dakota Indians
were vital to their social control organiz_a tiono Each family formed a
part of the camp circle and in the center of the circle was the counciltipi, · the focus of community lifeo At this central point gathered the
council composed of elderly men of experience and prestige from the
family groups within the encampmento The council along with the chief
decided upon a variety of group activities; they made plans for the
buffalo hunt, called bands together for intratribal meetings, and
settled disputes.
The usual method of settling questions in the council was by
discussion. The people often gathered to talk things over. They
gave -speeches in which by gifted oratory they. tried to convert the
opposition. The older men were usually able to exert the greatest
influence because they were respected for their wisdom, yet a young
man might also be heard if he prefaced his r.emarks with the following
words~ 0 My father will hear my words with indulgence for I am young
and without experience; I have not yet taken my place in the councils
among those whom age has given wisdom or valor has made illustriousonl
The chief did not have any extensive control? usually having
authority only in his own little camp of kinsmen because of his position
as head of the band. Equality was highly stressed among the warriors,
and thus a chief must be outstanding in order to gain his position. It
seems likely that, particularly after contact with the Whites, a strong
leader could draw support from other bands in waging war. As soon as
the emergency was over, however, the authority of the leader would be
confined once again to his own small bando
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Leadership among the Dakotas required sacrificeo The war leader
must always be in the forefront of battle and must always protect his
followers at the risk of his own lifeo The leader of a band must consider the welfare of the group rather than his own personal gloryo He
must be the first to give gifts, but the last to receive themo He must
help the unfortunate, and expect no aid in return. He must be a real
servant of his peopleo
The control function in the band was performed by akicita or
soldier societies o v~ They were associations of the outstanding young
men who were chosen each year to act as the policing unit. An invitation to join the society was given on the basis of individual accomplishments and family group prestige. Thus ·the societies ensured the
cooperation of the most powerful extended families. If a young man
refused the honor, it meant that he was failing in his duties; and, as
a result, the prestige of his family sufferedo Additional police functionaries might be added to the regular societies on special occasions
when extra service was required •
0
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The soldier societies were under the domination of the council
and chiefs, and they followed orders given to them by the chief, as an
executive officer, after the orders had been agreed upon in council.
It was also possible for members of the soldier societies to be members
of the coLmcil which discussed and agreed upon the activities of the band
in ceremonial life, war, and the food quest.
The functional roles of police societies were maintaining order,
protecting group status, preserving beneficial relations with the
supernatural, and guarding the tribeVs material possessionso Their
work was especially important during the buffalo hunt or military
expedition. They were required 0 to keep order while . the party was in
movement, guarding against surprise attacks, restraining the overzealous,
urging on the stragglers, and insuring that.: no one left the group without proper authority. :1 In the camp, their duties were to act as guards,
prevent violations of tribal orders, settle disputes, detect and judge
the innocence or guilt of suspects, punish guilty individuals, and
compensate _individuals harmed by the crimes of others.2
The social control of the soldier societies was greatly supplemented by group sanctions. The satirical sanction was essential in Teton
Dakota society to indicate disapproval in an informal wayo The sanction
of group corrunendations, as in the public recital of meritorious deeds,
was the forr al means of expressing approvaL Although information on
family group sanctions is limited, they were undoubtedly strong in
expressing both approval and disapproval in an informal .wayo As pointed
out in the section on family problems, it was the close ·identification
with the family group which guaranteed that the indivtdual would fulfill
his obligations and responsibilities.

lFred Eggan, Social Anthropology of North American Tribes, p. 3470
2Nom.an Do Humphrey, ~iPolice and Tribal Welfare in Plains Indian
Cultures, 0 ~nal of Criminal Law and Criminology XX.XIII (May, 1943),
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Admmistration of the Indian Agencv--From the beginning, the
White men failed to understand the political organization of the Dakota
tribeso They thought of the chieftaincies as monarchies like those of
Europe, and they held the chiefs responsible for matters over which
they had absolutely no controlo Much of the difficulty between the
Whites and Indians arose over treaties. The American government
invariably wanted to deal with chiefs who could be counted upon to
enforce the provisions of the treaty on all the warriors, when actually
no chief in the Indian social structure could possibly have such authorityo
However, such limitations on the chief9s power did not disturb the agents
of the government, for they blissfully continued to assume that absolute
power was vested in the chieftaincyo
When a chief did sign a treaty, he was taking a risk that his
actions would not be approved by his peopleo In many cases, the
government actually attempted to create chiefs who could not possibly
have any authority in the Dakota nation~ and those synthetic chiefs,
considered traitors and usurpers, had to have protection because their
lives were in danger from their own peopleo Yet governmental representatives sometimes assumed that treaties signed by these synthetic
chiefs were binding on all the people of the tribes. Even if the
treaty was signed by legitimate leaders, there was danger of misunderstanding or misrepresentationo When the government attempted to enforce
some of those treaties, the Dakotas would then realize that they had been
swindled.
To make matters even worse the government agents sent out to deal
with the Dakotas were usually political appointees with little knowledge
of the Indianso UsualJy anxious to promote- themselves at the expense
of others, and frequently downright dishonest, they could not be counted
on to be just. About 1870, in an effort to reduce the mishandling- of
Dakota affairs, it was decided by Congress that the agents should be
nominated by the churches, which would assume responsibility for their
actions. Yet one of the Dakota agents, wiwho went to church twice on
Sundays and twice during the rest of the week and spent most of his time
in communion with ministers, was indicted on thirty-two counts, including
charges of larceny, embezzlement, conspiracy, fraud, falsification of
public records, and forgery in all their degrees.iil
The problem of administration was further complicated by a conflict
of policy between the War Department and the Indian Bureau. The military
men were pulling one way with their philosophy that the Dakotas must be
forced to submit to the exploitation of superior power. Pulling in the
other direction were the Indian agents who talked nprogressii and iibumanityw
as they enriched themselves through an almost uninterrupted series of
fraudso 2

From the point of view of the Indians, it was generally a
toss-up as to whether the Army was to kill them or the

, lHyde, 2.12.! .. cito, p. 18'8o,
2vestal, £E.! cit., Po 2140
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Indian Bureau was to rob and starve themo However, an
impartial compromise was effected!) so that these enterprises were attempted alternately and in rotationo
The social control organization in the tribal groups was rapidly
breaking down under such maladministrationo Traders gave warriors
medals and papers naming them as chiefs in return for protecting themo
The Indian agents and military officers followed the sanIB practice with
different warriors, and even the missionaries in some cases did the
same thingo Every tribe had a large number of members claiming some
sort of vague chieftaincy not in any way related to election by the
tribe itselfo
As the Dakota establishments on the reservations became more
permanent!) a native police force was established by the agento Some
of the older leaders!) such as Spotted Tail and Red Cloud, tried to gain
control of these forces!) but the agent in charge was usually able to
control them, particularly after some of the older chiefs died; and so
the loyalty of the police to the tribe began to declineo The chieftaincy was vitiated by the loss of basic functions--performance of brave
deeds and support of a powerful familyo As the old men with war honors
died, quarrels arose over succession!) and since the government offered
no support to the institution!) the function of tribal leader definitely
began to decline in importanceo

•

The extension of sovereignty over the Dakotas by formal means has
come about concomitantly with their enforced readaptation on individual
farms in local settlements and isolated communitieso Gradually!) the
. soldiers were withdrawn, and the administrator and tre civil servant
assumed controlo Administration t hen became more efficient, honest,
and humane; but after their early experiences with government agents,
it was difficult for the Dakotas to trust those who deserved and needed
trust in order to help them make the necessary adjustments.
The main problem of reservation administration at the present time
is this distrust of agency employeeso There is certainly plenty of
.reason for the Dakotas to question the sincerity of members of a
hierarchical organization which emphasizes advancement and distrust of
anyone n1owero 0 The inconsistency of the agency policies is interpreted
by the Indians as hypocrisyo The discrepancy between theoretical
ideaology and real practice has caused the government to lose the battle
for democracyo The older Indians, reared in a true hunter democracy!)
are fully aware of the lack of equality and democracy in a government
agency emphasizing position and advancemento
The Ration Systemo--The Dakotas were an honorable people, and thus
they assumed that such a great personage as Uncle Sam wouid do well by
themo They could not doubt his generosity, because it was inherent in
their gift-giving values that Y1if someone makes me glad with a gift, I
am mindful not only of the gift but also the spirit that prompted himo
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I am honored by his regard toward mei he gives freely without any .
provision to safeguard himselfo 111 It was in this spirit that the Dakotas
accepted rations from the governmento After all, it was not charityo
From the point of view of their culture, it was the duty of Uncle Sam
to give to the poor, especially those who were made poor through
circumstances they could not controlo It was Uncle Sam 9 s way of showing
that _pe was an honorable generous benefactor; and although they could
not at present give gifts in return, if ever a time came when they could,
they certainly would not be found wanting.
Since the Dakotas did not wish to be like White men, but since the
government insisted on making them so, then it was logical for the
Indians to believe that they should be supported while being forced to
make the transition from one culture to anothero Red Cloud expressed
this belief in his list of wants:2
For seven generations to come, I want the government to give
us ~exas steers for our meato I want the government to issue
for me hereafter flour, coffee, and tea, and bacon of the best
kind, and shelled corn, and beans, and rice, and dried apples,
and salerat s, and tobacco, and salt and pepper for the old
people. I want a wagon--a light wagon--with a span of horses
and six yoke of work cattle for each family. I want a sow and
a boar, and a cow and a bull, and a sheep and a ram, and a hen
and a cock for me. I want some White men 9 s houses built at this
agency for the Indians.ooonice, black, shiny furniture, dishes
and a scythe, and a mowing machine, and a sawmilLooo
On rations days the Indians flocked to the agencies to receive the
rations and give the agent their opinions of the way he has handling
their goods. They called the agent Hour White man~1 and thought of him
as a kind of butler given them by the Great Father to serve themo But
their attitudes concerning the rationing system soon changedo They were
constantly spying on the agent, because they often had grounds to suspect he was stealing from them. Also, it became impossible for the
Dakotas to continue their gift-giving conception of rations when they
were used as a threat to support enforced acculturation. Members of
the tribes began to regard the agencies merely as ration stations.
They would s:i.lnply move from one to another and claim their share of
goods, visiting with relatives for a time. They became completely
dependent upon the government for supporto The Indian department wanted
them to become self-supporting, and concluded that this could only be
done by cutting off their rations. 'When this severe measure was put
into effect, starvation followed, and anxiety increased among the tribes
who had no means of feeding themselves by their own labor. Pauperization
had resulted from their loss of subsistence under circumstances which
made self-sustenance impossible.
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The policy of discontinuing rations has prevailed to the present
day with minor exceptionso In some degreej this negative policy has
been compensated for by various types of categorical government assistance and aid from private welfare agencieso The most obvious results
have not been changes in the Dakota way of life, but rather a lower
standard of living, dependence upon the agency, pauperization, and
inadequate social controlo
Educational Problemso--In Dakota society, the children were taught
informally through example and suggestion and formally through ceremonies
held at various stages in the childis developmento The educational
system was designed for only one purpose--to teach the young person
the best ways of living in Dakota· societyo Some of the principles
receiving special attention were hospitality, generosity, respect for
relatives, and endurance of hardship and sufferingo It was an education
in human relations, designed to fit the individual into his rightful
place in his kinship group.

•

-

The childhood training pattern in the Dakota culture has been
de·s cribed in a ·preceding section dealing with family problems o It is
not necessary, _then, to treat this matter in detail here, but we can
proceed to some of the changes which have taken place in educational
practice as a result of the acculturation processo
Cultural ·Isolationo--It is quite apparent that the cultural development of Dakota society has been limited by isolationo Before they
had contact with western civilization, the Dakotas were isolated by
natural circumstanceso On the reservations they have been isola~ed by
government policy, and off the reservations by segregation and discriminationo The opportunities for learning new ways of living are definitely limited by isolation, because the home group can only perpetuate
in their known practiceso
Charles Eastman has described his education as an Indian in the
following words o1 ·
From childhood I was consciously trained to be a man; that
was, after -all, the basic thing; ·but after this I was ·trained to
be a warrior· and a hunter, and not to care for money or possessions,
but to be in the broadest sense a public servant. After arriving
at a reverent sense of the pervading presence of the Spirit and
Giver of Life, and a deep consciousness of the brotherhood of man,
the first thing for me to accomplish was to adapt myself perfect,ly
to natural things--in other words, to harmonize myself with natureo
To this end I was made to build a body both symmetrical and enduring--a house of the soul to live in-a sturdy house, defying the·
elements. I must have faith and patience; I must learn self-control
and be able to maintain silence. I must do with as little as
possible and start with nothing most of the time, because a true
Indian always shares whatever he may possess.

1Eastman,
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This was typical of the content of Dakota educationo Dro Eastman then
proceeds to explain his education in_boarding schools and colleges under
the white man 9 s system and to describe the limitations on the acquire-·
ment of the White rnan 9 s knowledge, those limitations enforced by isolationo
Besides Dro Eastman, there were others who · also went out into the
White man 9 s world for an education and then came back to help their
peopleo Many times the Dakotas who return realize they cannot overcome
the overwhelming problems, and they resign themselves to the ways of
their isolated peopleo But this i '1return to the blanket.? n as it is
called by White men.? is not considered a defeat by the Indiano It is
his way of finding something spiritual to support him when he finds the
outside world hostile and unrewardingo A remarkable illustration was
the case of Plenty Horses, who was on trial for killing an army officero
He frankly admitted the crime and saidgl
I am an Indiano Five years I attended Carlisle and was
educateq ·in the ways of the White mano When I returned
to my people I was an outcast among themo I was no
longer an Indiano I was not a White mano I was lonelyo
I shot the lieutenant so I might make a place for myself
among my peopleo Now I am one of themo I shall be hung
and the Indians will bury me as a warrioro They will be
proud of meo I am satisfiedo
It is the insecurity of the Dakotas in society off the reservations
which causes them to continue to isolate themselveso Such isolation
has an effect on childhood- education because· the parents are not
sympathetic towards the attempts to prepare their youth for a life they
do not themselves value or illlderstando Much of the confusion and uncertainty about non-reservation life is transmitted to the children by the
parents so that the young people likewise feel insecure in any environment except the one with which they are familiaro
The Boarding Schoolso--Dakota children were taken from their parents
to be sent to schools designed to teach them the American way of lifeo
At the same time, the children were receiving their earliest training
in the home where they were taught the Dakota way of life. Naturally,
this dual educational system was extremely confusingo It was not uncorrnnon for children to sing brave songs on their way to the boarding
schools, because they expected to die at the hands of the White teacherso
The strong kinship attachment probably complicated the attempts at
boarding school education more than any other single factoro For
example, if a young Dakota was doing well in school, he would still run
away to see a sick parent, even if it meant that he would miss the final
examination.
Another difficulty encountered in Indian education is that involving the transmission of the life values and drives of the White community to the child. It has sometimes been assumed that education can
directly control individual behavior; but the fallacy of this assumption .
is seen in the Dakota drives that are not necessarily conditioned by

lMcGillycuddy, £E.o cito, p. 2720
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educationo The schools are filled with educators who teach the children
according to American standards, and believe they are doing a good jobo
The attitudes of the teacher when the Indian child fails to conform to
the instructional pattern is that the child, mentally backward, has
failedo Actually, the truth may be that the teacher has failedo Sound
principles _of education hold that the individual motivation to learn is_...
more impor½ant than the educational system, and the boarding schools.
have freque~tly violated this principle by pitching the educational .
system at a level that has no relation to the previous experience and
training of the childo
The teaching of history to American children gives them great p~ide
in their ancestorso
The child can identify himself with the frontiersmen
who, in the face of great hardships, conquered this rich and beautiful
country~ fought desperate savages, and performed heroic deedso It
.
must be apparent that this kind of history cannot p~oduce the pride o~
identification in Dakota children
To the Dakota children, the frontiersmen turn out. -·to be those who treated their ancestors as inhuman savages fl
stole their land, destroyed their society, and diseased their bod~eso ·
0

Yet despite the great differences in idealogy, many Dakota parents
honestly desired that their children obtain a White boarding school
educationo The children then interpret the conflicting teachings of·
home and school _q.S a part of the opportunism required of themo They are· · · ·
usually able to · live in two value systems without open rebellion or inner · \' ··
signs of conflicto However, if the conflict should reach the surface,
the standard.- Dakota -solution is to avoid the situation by running away
from it.o For, example, children have been known to suggest that they. be
sent to a different school as a solution to a disciplinary problemo

•

Educational Opportunitieso--In the early Dakota society every person -·
had an established place in the group as he grew upo The opportunities
were limited but they were sure and secureo But compared to their position of relative security in the former life, the majority of Dakota
youth today have few opportunities and little securityo
The Dakota
father usually has no career or social role into which he can -introdtice
his son, and ~he parents are in no position to pay . for an extended vocational or pinofess-ional educationo At fourteen or fifteen the youth can
compete successfully with his unskilled father as a wage earner, ·and he
need not ·have much trainingo Educational opportunities are thus limited
by family working experienceo
In a few cases, there is actual opposition to educational advancement, based on the desire to maintain the old ordero Some feel that "it
is against our religion to change the customs that have been practiced
by our people ages backo Hl But such native resistance is reduced in
·:.··such degree as the imposed educational system understands the cultural
values of the resisting groupo Education can be a powerful force for
voluntary or permissive acculturation if it is sympathetic and understanding and if it opens opportunities for learning the new culture-, but
it is a deterrent to acculturation if it lacks sympathy and understanding
and reduces these opportunitieso
1
Eastman, £E.o cito!J PPo 24-250
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. There is plenty of evidence that Dakota children do not lack the
ability to take advantage of available educational opportunities l
However, they sometimes suffer an 1educational lag•; because of poor
schools, language barriers, or indifferenceo Lack of social adjustment
may cause the Dakota youth to mask his superior educational abilityo
It is a well known fact that all the ability in the world cannot overcome discouragement, failures, economic hardships, and social isolationo
0

The old virtues of Dakota society may at times operate as a limiting factor on educational opportunityo A virtue in one culture may be
defined as a vice in anothero 2
It is known that some of the first Indian students in American
universities often failed to show whether or not they knew
anything about a subject under discussiono They were unaware
of the fact that as a consequence of their behavior they were
assumed not to know their lesson, while their teachers were
-unaware that a well-educated Sioux boy does·not speak his mind
in t he presence of people who know a subject bettero
Limited educational opportunities restrict the ease and sp~ed of
culture ~hange for the Dakotas. The destruction of their old culture
system has already been largely accomplished, and they can only hope for
the future if opportunities are available to learn a new cultureo
Religious Problemso--The religious beliefs of the original Dakota
culture were based on the awareness of a Supernatural Power that pervaded all things. This mystical Power was deserving of great respect, and
one must always remain humbleand helpless before it. It was undignified for the Dakotas to defy this Power or to turn to it only in time
of need.
The people were influenced by religious considerations in all areas
of their lifeo The requirements of Dakota religion were concrete and
tangible. A man was expected to observe certain taboos, make the
necessary sacrifices, perform the prescribed rites, be honest with his
neighbor and generous to the unfortunate. These duties were matters of
fact; either he has or has not performed themo If he failed to live up
to the social ideal, he was shamed by his neighbors, because every. man
was in part judge and defender of the public good.
The Power of the World was described as a circle in which everything had a place. Black Elk gave this explanation of the Supernatural
Power:3
In the old days when we were a strong and happy people, all our
power came to us from the scared hoop of the nation, and so long
as the hopp was unbroken the people flourished. The flowering
1Erik H. Erickson, nobservations on Sioux Education 1 ii The Journal
of Psycholog~, VII (Jan., 1939) 1 116-117, and Macgregor, .QE.o cit., Po 125.
~rickscn, 2.E.• cit., Po 1180
3Neil1ardt, 2.E.• £ll., p. 1980
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tree was the living center of the hoop, and the circle of the four
quarters nourished ito The east gave peace and light, the south
gave warmth, the west gave rain, and the north with its cold and
mighty wind gave strength and enduranceo This lmowledge came to
us from the outer ·w orld with our religiono Everything the Power
of the World does is done in a circleo
Life was also cyclical in nature, and at certain stages in the cycle,
rituals were performed to maintain the unbroken hoopo These rituals,
quite complicated . and detailed, have been very weU. described in Joseph
Brown 9 s The Sacred PiEeo
It was the custom for a young man to seek some definite influence
through a vision to guide his futureo The youth prepared for the
nvision-quest n- by cleansing himself through the sweat bath and taking
into his confidence a relative who would prepare an naltarn for him at
some distance from the campo Then the young man slipped away and went
to the shrine~ where through fasting and prayer~ he hoped to have a
religiously significant vision, one which would give him power to accomplish supernatural featso Fastin~ and self-tortur~ sometimes made it
possible for him to obtain a 11visionu, which was then interpreted by
the advisor or some membe~ o~ the group with special religious powero
The most important religious ceremony in the Dakota culture was the
Sun Dance. The central ,. theme of the Suri Dance was self-torture as a
sacrifice to the Supernatural for help in the past. However, it combined
a large number of recognize·d prestige-ge'tting patterns such as giftgiving, counting coup, virginity, and vision-quest. As the highest form
of wor~hip of the Supernatural Power, _i t well exemplified the religious
devotion of the .Dakota peopleo
Denominational Religious Activitieso--Missionary activities among
the Dakotas began in· the early stages of cultural contact with the
Americans. The importance of missionaries in ·the acculturation pro·c ess
was discussed earlier, but some of the problems of denominational activities not previously mentioned will be dealt with here.
In the 1860 9 s the churches on the reservation were as$igned various
groups to work with, so that the Dakotas might be spared the difficulty
of choosing between different denomina~ions. Agent McGillycuddy explained
that this policy nhad been decreed to avoid confusing the heathen mindon
He added with a touch of humor Hthat it had been ordained that the Red
Cloud Indians should travel to heaven by the Episcopal route; the Catholic
Church was detailed to save the souls of the Sitting Bull Indians~ the
Presbyterian 1nethod was prescribed to lead the Yanktons to salvation;
while to the Congregationalists was assigned the responsibility of
Christianizing the Lower Brule Siouxonl

1McGilly~U:ddy, 212• cito, PPo 106-1070
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However, the chief source . of conflict in 1nissionary activities has
not been denor:ainationalo The Dakota culture patterns of mar~iage·, ·
polygamy, and divorce were not ~ :: accordance with the tenets of the .
Christian churches, and the Indians resisted the efforts of the denominations to wipe out their traditi~~al family behavioro It was not
unconnnon for older Dakotas to caution the young people not to be married
in a public church ceremony, lest they be expected to choose between
remaining with an undesirable mate and breaking church ruleso
The old f;neral ceremonies, particularly the mourning and giftgiving after burial, are still widely practicedo Widows may still cut
off their hair, wail, and dress in rags as soon as death has occurred;
but self-torture has been abandonedo The church ceremony for the dead
is conducted ac·cor.ding to the denominational requirements, and burial is
underground. The .D akotas have been forced to · inter tpeir dead, even ·,
though this custom conflicted with their former belief that burial interfered with the passage of the spirit to the other world.
In many ways the services of the .churches on the reservation are
similar to those . o{ ariy small rural churcho In one way, however, the
Dakotas differ from most church-goers
They can shift from one denomination to another and from Christian to non-Christian practices with no
apparent difficulty. They are usually willing to seek divine power from
all possible sources. It seems likely that they carry over into their
adopted Christi~n r~ligion certain elements of their native religion,
such as continuous seeking for supernatural aid, divine or miraculous
cures, social participation, and moral behavior.

•

0

We may safely infer that Christianity for the Dakotas was only
significant when interpreted according to their former religion, and
that church organization became important only as it served as a focus
for group activities replacing old tribal participationo Since the
religion of the Dakotas conflicted with missionary teachings on many
points, Christianity at first made little progress in gaining authority
over Da~ota moralityo But in recent years, as acculturation proceeds,
the younger generations are generally accepting Christian ritual and
ceremonial practice in an effort to adapt themselves to the dominant
American culture pattern.

-

Marginal Religious Activitieso--A number of so-called ilpagann cults ,.
have appeared at different t .imes in the history of the Teton Dakotas
and one of these cults still has a large following on the reservationso
These cults, fusions of Christian and:,n ative religious elements appeal
to a people suffering from exp+oitationo They offer to their followers
temporary security from some of the injustices of present-day societyo
The ritual and ceremony observed by the members of these cults can be
adopted by the older people in order to replace some of their lost
religious customso But, as we should expect, the younger people have
not been attracted to these cults, because they have little knowledge
of the traditional beliefs and rites that stem f r om the pasto
j
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The best historical example of a marginal religious movement is the
Ghost Dance Religiono Popular in the last decade of the nineteenth
century, it held out to the Indians the hppe of a Messiah who v0 uld save
them from the Whiteso Those Dakotas who did not like their position on
the reservation and longed for their old way of life were induced to join
the movemento lfuny of them danced and sang in anticipation of the second
coming, until they were forced to stop by the government.
The Peyote cult or Native American Church is more recent than the
Ghost Dance and still is quite influential on the reservationi• An
escapist cult, it answers many of the psychological and religious needs
of the Dakota pe9pleo Some vestiges of Dakota religion are also found
in the present-day Yuwipi cult based on the magic performances of
''Medicine men. n Both the Peyote and Yuwipi cults are typical of transitional societies looking for a solution to problems that appear too difficult for human comprehensiono
Health and Welfare Problemso--The abrupt changes required in their
mode of living when the Dakota people were placed on reservations caused
them considerable sufferingo The Dakotas were unaccustomed to an indo©r
and sedentary life generally in a limited space with impure air. Moreover, they were ·forced to submit to the necessity of artificial heat and
additional clothingo Frequently, their food was indigestible because
they didn 9 t know how to prepare ito Lastly, the quality of the food was
sometimes very pooro They were given diseased cattle, moldy flour,
and rancid bacon in some of the government rationso
The most severe problem of all was actual starvation,· and some of
the older tribal members recall the days when the Dakota people were
forced to surrender because they had nothing to eat.lr
Now hunger is a hard thing to bear, but not so hard when all
are sharing the same want in the same degree; but it is
doubly hard to bear when all about is plenty which the hungry
dare not toucho Sentences imposed upon those who, through
hunger, take for their starving bodies, are to me inconceiviably
cruel, even to my now altered and accustomed viewpoint.
The dietary changes were so great, the confinement and the
lonesomeness so poignant for Dakota children that nearly one-half of
them died when they were forcibly taken from their parents to attend
schools off t he reservat.iono Yet those remaining on .the reservation
were likely to suffer greatly from lack of vitamins and minerals required
for adequate nutrition. The reservation Dakotas were unable to maintain
good health on their usual fare of beans, rice, bread, ,coffee, and
occasional beefo rhus diseases are much more frequently contacted by
the Dakotas because of nutritional imbalanceo
1
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Many of the diseases well known in American society, such as smallpox, scarlet fever, measles, and diptheria, were introduced for the
first time to the Dakotas by the early settlerso Because the Indians
lacked resistance and possessed no remedies for these maladies, these
diseases exacted a heavy toll of the populationo The medical techniques of
Western culture were not immediately available through the acculturative
process, and so their only resort was to apply their own non-scientific
remedies, frequently causin~ the disease to take a more virulent formo
During the reservation period, ·the Indian service attempted .to ban
the -practices of the Dakota medicine man, but the shaman continued to be
prescribed for the sick in spite of a11· efforts to discourage himo . Many
of the old warriors were prejudiced again~t the White man?s medicineo
They were especially afraid of anaesthesia and surgical operationso
Their ignorance of the germ theory caused illness to be spread rapidly
among a people who refused to isolate any sick member from their companyo
This practice caused tuberculosis to become the scourge of the Dakotaso
. As long as they felt well and could see nothing wrong with their bodies,
they refused hospitalization or they would leave the sanatorium before
the disease was arrested or curedo When the tubercular patient returned
home, he was frequently g·i ven more attention because of the fear that his
death was near. Thus he 1 usually spread the disease to other family
members.
Medical treatment was hampered on the reservations by an inadequate
supply of available physicians and by the distances necessary for the
Dakota .family to transport a sick member to the doctor or hospitalo It
has also been ha.rrr~a red by Indian failure to cooperate. The medical
profession·· has preached with only partial success against such native
treatments as the peyote, which impedes the program for effective
tuberculosis controlol
One Indian described tuberculosis as merely a nbad condition 71 of
the blood, which ·backs ·up in the bodyo Eventually, it dams up
into the lungs and comes up into the throat and suffocates a persono
Peyote 51 however, purifies the blood, and thus it can effect a Hcureon
There will continue to be far too much sickness among reservation people
as long as they are ignorant of what are now accepted as basic health
precautions.
The welfare practices which worked well under formal tribal living
are no longer practicable o Sharing with the needy, assisting the weak,
ministering to the sick were the bounden duties of the leaders of the
original Dakota societieso In times past, the Tetons had an organization
of outstanding men known as the •Silent Eatersn which had the. specific
duty of looking out for the welfare of all peopleo These conditions
have changed along with all other aspects of Dakota culture, and the
reservation Indians are faced with serious problems of aig.ing those
members of their group who cannot help themselves.
1Robert H. Ruby, The Oglala Sioux, Po 550
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Xo

SUNMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An attempt has been made in the first part of this pamphlet to
provide the reader with an understanding of the relationship of the
Dakota Imp.ans to those who predated them in the settlement of the
New Worldo Paleo-Indians, Mound Builders and early agricultural
peoples preceded the Dakota to the Plainso We have seen that the
Dakota were first forced west by pressure of white Europeans as well
as other tribes seeking new lands for settlemento The Dakota, made
up of three ·tribes, numerous bands and a multitude of tiyospayes and
clans differed somewhat from tribe to tribe in their way of lifeo The
western. Tetons and, Yanktons based their way of life on a truly nomadic
way of life in contrast to the more settled agricultural way of life
exhibited by the Santeeo Even though differences occur in settlement
patte;rnssi the religion, family and value systems of the Dakota were
very similaro

Many_of the characteristics of government possessed by the nsioux
of the West 0 in their nomadic way of life led to misunderstanding
between themselves and whites as often tribal chiefs were sought by
the white-government when in reality none were to be foundo Treaties
were entered into based on an elaborate tribal government when only
tiyospaye or band could legally do soo Whether such an understanding
by the white would have made a difference in the final outcome of
the Dakota 9 s destiny is open only to speculationo
In this pamphlet the process of acculturation among the Dakota
Indians--the change which has taken place in Dakota culture as a result
of contact with the dominant Caucasian society--has also been analyzedo We
may conclude from this study that in general culture change was most
likely to occur among the Dakotas when the new culture elements satisfied
some basic or secondary drive of the peopleo Culture change was likewise
dependent upon the manner in which the new ideas were introduced to themo
If the changes were attempted through coercion, they were not so readily
accepted as those made ·voluntarilyo The policies of the traders, missionaries, government agents, and agriculturalists were investigated to
determine the extent of enforced and perrnissive acculturationo Enforced
acculturation was usually accompanied by resistance to changeo The
disruption of fc;3.rnily patterns, the loss of the means of subs istence, and
the social disorganization of Dakota society were the most evident results
of the acculturation processo

The changes taking place in Dakota society as a result of the
acculturation p1ocess have been regarded as isocial problemso\ ; They
take on a ·; problem~ aspect because of the conflicts created between the
internal values of Dakota society and the external values of the larger
society, or because of conflicts in the value systems of different groups
within Dakota society, or finally, because of value conflicts in the
personality and attitudes of individual members of Dakota societyo In
this study, problems were analyzed in the major institutional areasfamily, economic, political, educational, religious, health and welfareo
The fact that the Dakota extended family group is being replaced by
the individualistic modern family structure has caused a decline in the
security offered by the Dakota familyo Cooperative working and sharing
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of material possessions have been disappearing as basic attributes of
Dakota societyo The child rearing patterns have been undergoing changes
which are reflected in conflicts regarding the merits of traditional
Dakota and modern American practiceso As a result, the influence of the
aged members of Dakota society has been decreasing, especially when the
young people have become more conversant with · contradictory values in
the society outside of the reservationo Family disorganization has been
apparent in high rates of divorce and separation typical of the younger
Dakota familieso
So long as those people are dependent upon . agriculture, the land
base on the reservations is inadequate to support the Dakota population
currently living there at a minimum leveL At the same time, most of the
Dakotas lack the ne cessary working skills required to make an adequate
living off the reservation; nor are they fully familiar with the workings
of the money economy of the modern industrial systemo Economic equality
and cooperation, exemplified in the traditional gift-giving pattern, does
not work well side by side with a highly competitive system of individual
economic enterpriseo
In the past, the inconsistent policies of the Indian Bureau have
been extremely confusing and demoralizing to the Dakotaso They are aware
of the inefficient administration that has characterized the government
in the handling of Indian affairso Promises which the government made
to the Dakotas have been ruthlessly broken whenever conveniento Furthermore, the promise to feed the Indians through a ration system was used
either to coerce or to pauperize the Dakota peopleo
At present, segregation of the reservations, resulting in isolation .
from the culture of the dominant society, encourages retention of Dakota
culture patternso Moreover, the schools provided for the Dakota children
have frequently used educational methods designed to teach non-Indians
and were therefore highly inappropriate to the cultural situation in
which the Dakota child would grow upo Isolation, both geographical and
social, was a definite factor l imiting educational opportunities for
Dakota children . Clearly, the willingness of the Dakotas to accept the
culture of the dominant society was re stricted by the extent to which
they were able to take advantage of avai lable educational opportunitieso
The moral code of traditional Dakota religion did not coincide.
perfectly with the teaching of the Christian missionaries, thereby
contributing additional conflictso The social and economic injustices
and exploitation which the Dakotas suffered from the dominant society
induced them to experiment with irrational religious cults and movements
as a means of escaping the consequences of their dilemma o A mixture of
pagan and Christian religious elements was clearly evident in the ritual
of these marginal religious activitieso
Such problens as . inadequate nutrition, unsanitary living conditions,
high incidence of contagious disease, and limited health resources are
bound to accompany the present social situation on the reservationso
These problems are symptomatic of the general level of living and the
health education of the Dakota peopleo
Effective solutions to many of the problems summarized above arc .in .
progresso The Dakota Indians have already proved themselves capable of
adjusting to demands for great change in their traditional way of lifeo
As they increase their lmowledge and understanding of American society,
and its relation to their own culture, they will continue to discover
other solutions mutually advantageous to both cultures.
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